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I. STATEr·fiNT 01<' THE PROBLEM 
The problem of' this investigation was to determine the role of 
the Bible in the teaching of John Hesley in relation to his concept of 
religious authority; and to ascertain Hhethe:r the Bible, according to 
his teaching, Has considered as true in t-Jhole. 
II. JUSTIFICATION OF' THE PROBLEH 
The justification for this research Has based on the f'ollrming 
reasons: (1) The importance of the thought of John Hesley to the 
theological and experiential aspects of modern church history; (2) 
The relevar1ce of the topic of Biblical authority in vieH of recent p.<.~st 
trends in modern theology; (3) The problems posed concerning the 
authority and relevance of the Scriptures by the ccumenicalmovement; 
and (4) The apparent lack of recent literature concerning the specfic 
subject of 1desley 1 s vie\•7S on the authority of Scripture. 
biography of John Hesley, The Life and T~~ of. the Rev. John Healey J 
said: 
• • • he is noH, among all parU.es,- Churchmen, 
Methodists and Dissenters, papists 5 protestants and 
infidels, statesmen, philosophers and men of letters,--
one of the greatest and most interesting studies of 
the age. The Horld wishes to kno:·l sorriething more 
respecting the man, who, under God, ti/as the means of 
bringing about the greatest reformation of modern 
times.l 
Francis J. NcConnell, in Joh!!_ ~.~~lel, expressed his belief that 
more has been tJritten about Hesley than e.ny other man of the eighteenth 
century, excepting only the possibility of some statesmen, scientific 
thinkers, and military leaders. 2 Ji'rom the recognition of men of the 
stature of HcConnell and Tyerman, there seemed to be strong evidence 
of the importance of <John ldesley to understanding theology, even in a 
2 
modern context. Here comments from scholars of repute in various fields 
could have been quoted to support the importance of the life and Hork 
of John ~lesley; indeed, H. H. I<'itchett took tHo pages of the "Proem" 
to his book, HesJ:.~;y: anc~ His Centm·:-z:, in linting the approbations of 
prominent scholars and thinkers for the influence of John I·Jesley, not 
only in religion, but as a primary mover for social and historical 
. 3 
progress in England. Hesley himself, h01>1ever, 1-1as not the complete 
end of the study. The teaching of \-lesley on the authority of the Bible 
vJhen any number of other subjects could have been selected came about 
because of the recent arguments by many tvithin the Christian Church that 
perhaps not all the teaching of the Bible remains relevant to modern man.4 
11. Tyerman, The Life and Times of the Rev. John Hesle;[ (New York: 
Harper and Brothers,-r872)-,-I~. iv.· -- ------
2Francis J. HcConnell, John':'!_~-~!_~;[, (New York: The Abingdon 
Press, 1939), p. 9. 
~v. H. Fitchett, Weslez and Hi~ Centu~ (Cincinnati: Jennings and 
Graham, 1912), pp. 1-2. 
LDon Neim,7ender, "Theology at the Vulture Peak," Christianity 
~;y:, 12:21 (July 19, 1958), p. 13. 
concerning the nmoral predicament" of modern society in the tt-Jenticth 
century that 11 The trouble ..• seems to come not from the breaking of 
moral laHs but fron1 something far more serious: the rejection of the 
conception that there is any moral laH at a1l. 11 S The editor of 
Christian:i_tz !£daz expressed something of the same thought this Hay: 
Reb~]_lio_l2 af~ain_~!: ~?r~ty. This phenomenon is not confined to 
the Church, of eourse, but it has been strikingly evident there. 
Rebellion against church authority has been most apparent in the 
Catholic Church; hmvever, the even more significant denial of the 
authority of Scripture is affecting Protestants as Hell as Cath-
olics. In the past, most religious books at le2st made sorn.e 
claim to be based on Scripture, but this is no longer so. Hany 
people, it seems--even t.hoee Hho call themselves Christians·--are 
not greatly concerned about ~Jhat the Bible (or the Ch~rch) has to 
say, especially if it conflicts Hith their m-m ideas. :J 
These statements and others similar to them seemed to justify the con-
centration of the study of Hesley to his concept of Bibl:i.cal authority. 
expressed the major concern of the evant;e~ical for Hhat he called, 
11Ecumc;nical Inclusiveness. 11 
3 
No one Hill argue that the general tenor of the ecumenical 
movement is to include a Hide variety of beliefs. C. C. Horrison 
~vrites, nHhat, in a united church, shall t-ie do v:ith our differences? 
There can be only one amr.-<er. They m'Jst be Helcomed and embraced as 
essential to the fulfillment of the Chrlstian life. Our diversities 
are not a spidt.'7al liability, but a spiritual asset, of the 
Christian life. ll 
SElton Trueblood, A Place to Stand (New York: Harper and Row, 
1969)' p. 16. 
611Shak-.t Seventies for Religious Books, 11 Christianity Today, 
(editorial unsigned) lb: 10 (February 13, 1970), p-:--2Ii:--- ---
7 J. :t-farcellus Kik, Ecumenism and 'I'he Evangelical (PhHadelphj_a: 
rhe PresbyteriC!n and Reformed Publishing Company-;-1958)' pp. 14 and 15. 
After stating the general attitude of "ecumenical inclusiveness, 11 Kik 
continued, summing up the evangelical position on inclusiveness: 
HhiJ.e minor differences of beliefs may be included in a 
Christian movement, surcly not major. The evangelical movement 
has been guilty of separation on apparently minor differences. 
Of course, real argument issues as to Hhat may be considered a 
minor or w.c:.jor d:i.fference of belief. According to the creeds 
of historic de nominations the norm for judg:n.ent is Scripture. 
The quest.ion of authority itself must be considered of prime 
importance and vital to the very existence of Christ.ianity •. 
The suggestion to find union by 11 agreeing to disagreer: on vital 
doctrinGs is umwrthy of t.he Christian church. These concern her 
confes~lion, her testimony, her Hitne:c;s to the 1wrld. An uncertain 
sound emc:,nating from tho church concerning matters that are at the 
heart and life of her existence HilB fail to arouse the Horld to 
the need of embracing Christianity. 
It has been the judgment of men such as Kik that led the present vlriter 
to conclude that the study of the topic of authority, and especially 
Biblical authorH;r Hould be justified. 
LC:£.~ 9f !~! study ~ the ~_9pi~. The evidence to support this 
general reason for the study of 1desley 1 s vieH of Biblical authority Has 
the Hriter's ?Wn impression gained by a survey of the literature avail-
able in the area. 
III. LHITTATIONS 
The problem and research Has limited to the viet.J of John \-lesley 
concerning Biblical authority. Particular care rras taken to discover 
what role Scripture took as a basis for veracious authority. Not 
included in the study "Jere the areas of governmental, or imperial 
8Ibi~., p. 15. 
authority; ecclesiastical authority; or the authority of custom. Some 
discussion about the nature of reason, experience, and tradition as 
bases of religious authority Has included, but only to further under-
stand Hesley' s conce!Jt of Biblical authority in relation to religious 
knoHledge. 
IV. DEFINITION OF TERHS USED 
{\;~tho~~!:z. Authority itself has been defined in a normative 
definition by Bernard Ramm in his book, The Pa!:_terE. of ~~:!h?r~_!:.z, as 
folloHing: 
The more directly applicable division of authority itself to the stud:y· 
vias the division Ramm called rrveracious authority. 11 The follm·Jing 
definition has been included for clarity of the idea of the n2.ture of 
authority: 
Veracious c.uthority (the authority of veracity or truth) 
is that-authoritypossessecl by men, books, or principles t-~hich 
either possess truth or aid .in the deterrlination of truth. A 
man is an e.uthority on a given ·subject in that he vrould be 
more likely to possess the truth about the subject than most 
other men. A book is authoritative because it is recognized 
as containing reliable or veracious information. A principle 
is an authority in the sense that if one would seek the truth he 
9-Bernard Ramm., The ?c.ttern of Authoritv (Grand Rapids: Hm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Cowpany,-1957)-,-p. 10. " 
5 
6 
must abide by the principle. 10 
That subdivision of authority itself called veracious authority vias 
found to clo;scly correlate to the nature of Biblical authority. -
'l'he question of authority in the Christian 
religion r~a.s cloc;ely tied to the revelation of truth as found in the 
Holy Scriptures. Host serious thinkers have agreed that God is the 
final author:it;y in religion.ll The problem then logically folloHed: 
11 
••• in Hhat Hay doeu God make knmm Himself, His mind, and His 
authority to men generally? 11 12 'l'his \·Jas done as God revealed Himself 
through 11 ••• the Holy Spirit \·1ho spec:•ks the divine Hord of revelation 
in the p!'ophet O:i' e::postle, and \·Jho creates the t·:ritten record of revela~ 
tion for other generCJ.tions.ul3 Thus, the principle of CJ.uthority Hhieh 
was the proper autho1·ity for tbe Christian Church, and v;hich could bo 
properly called HBiblical authority!! Has held by the Hriter to be: 
lOibid., p. 12. 
1~. Rees, "Authority, 11 The Inte1·national Standard Bible 
Encyclopedia (Grand Rapids: Hm:-:8 . .t<~erdrnans-?ublishing Comoany, 1960), 
I,- p. 33Ti~-- . 
12Ibid. 
p, 
--Rmnrn , .?.E. • £~ t . , p • 2 7 • 
lL~Ibid., p. 28. 
Exye.rter:9.~, The term "experience n Has found to be uoed in a 
variety of Hays. 'The sense adopted for the investigation Has that, not 
merely of the human experienee of the unregenerate natural man, but in 
the sense of an impartation of spiritual personal life through the 
truth as vitalized a.ncl quickened by the Holy Spirit of God . 15 
H. Orton Hiley' a comment uas eapecially helpful in relating the 
experiential a.spect of man 1 s relationship to God as a subsidiary source 
of authority: 
Ou~ !:_~I.0. f~T..!:b..~£ £l~~_pha~J:~~0. t~J:_~ ESE~~~- ~!:'.2:~!Q !!fl:~!] !:!..~ ~aid, 
If any man vJi1leth to do his >·;ill, he shall kno':J of t.he teaching, 
whet.her .. 1t be--oT"Goct;" or \·:het'hZn;-I ~eak·--c;:r myself (John 7: 17). 
Here-C:Hl'rist:ass.erts -th~it thekno\·/iedge-of-God Ci~oeD not come 
7 
throue-)1 right ethical and sph:i.t.ual relationships, Personal 
knov1ledge comes not by logical proces~wo but through spiritual 
contacts. Our Lord further indicates that the pivot of personal 
knm,1ledgc is an obedient Hill, and that. the deepening bond of 
sympathy ma.ke~1 possible a more intimate cor::mu.nion and <:m enrir;hmsnt 
of personal knm·Jledge. This ethical kncMlege gro:·ling out of the 
obedience of faith is, v;e maintain, a rudimentary but true kno1.rledge 
of God, and therefore a subsidiary source of Christian theology. 
"le believe Hith Gerhert, that from it valid conceptions of God mc:!y 
be intellectually constructed, and ,systematic knoHledge may be 
developed. Then the \·rhole man, personality in1f!-ll its functions, at-tains to the possession of divine truth, . , • 0 · 
Reason. Rea.son is the faculty of the person that performs three 
importa.nt functions, as expressed by John ·Hesley in Sermon LXX. Those 
functions were held to be apprehension, judgment, and discourse. 17 
15H. Orton Hiley, Christian Theolo~y (Ke.nsas City: Beacon Hill 
Press of Kansas City, 1967},1:-;·p:· Jtf-. ----
16Ibi~., p. 38-39. 
17Hilliam R. Cannon, The Theology of John Heslev (Ne\.J York: 
Abingdon-Cokesbur.r Press, 19Il5), -p. l5H: __ _,v_ 
"By 'apprehension' Hesley means the act of conceiving a thing in the 
mind. By 1 judgment 1 he means 'the determining that the things before 
conceived either agree Hith or differ from each other; 1 Hhile by 
'discourse 1 he rneo.ns 'the motion or progress of' the mind from one 
judgment to another. 1 n18 
The definitions Here ~1tructured as above Hith the intent of 
approximating the definition Hhich Hesley himself Hould have been most 
in agreement. 
V. SOURCE NATERIALS 
The investigation has relied primarily upon the Hritings of 
John 1-Jesle~r, vJith some reference made to the vJide field of lit.er<:>tm·e 
and scholarly studies Hhich have dealt Hith the thought of Hes1ey. 
Because of the vast amount of material vihich \rlesley eithe!' Hrote 
himself, revised, or edited, it vJas necessary to limit the field of 
research to sorae of the more crucial material Hhich Hesley produced. 
Primary sources have included The ~9rk~ of John Weslez in 
fourteen volumes, edited by Thomas Jackson, published in 1831 and 
republished by the Zondervan Publishing House;l9 the 1958 edition of 
the Explanatoq_': Notes up.:?_E the Ne;.; Testamen~, 20 published by Alec R. 
------------
l8John i'lesley, .Sermon LXX~ intro. sec. l. Quoted in lv. R. 
Cannon, I~:!:.~. 
19 John Hesley, The Works of John 1.vesley, Thomas Jackson, ed., 
(third edition; Kansas City: Nazarene -Publishing House, 19)8). 
20 John ltfesley, Explanatory Notes upon the NeH Testament 
(Naperville: Alec R. Allensonincorporated, 1958). ----
8 
Allenson Inc.; \{e~1~:Y2 ~_!~ndard_ Serrno~~' edited and annotated by 
EdvJard H. Sugden and published by The Epl-1'orth Press. 21 The bulk of 
supportive material has been derived from the ExplaEJ3:!:~SY. Notes up_c;:~ 
five Articles Here also important to the study. 
The justification for using the standards. over other literature 
Hritten by \'lesley t.:as best expressed by John Deschner in his Hork, 
But \·Jhy concentrate on the standards? For one thing, they 
contain the doctrine for tvhich Hesley, himself, Has prepared to 
take the most serious kind of responsibility. In the Nodel Deed 
of 1763, i1esley prepared a legal instrument Hhich limited the 
pulpit in his preaching-houses to persons t·Jho "preach no other 
doctrine than is contained in Nr. \·lesley's Notes on the NeH 
Testament, and four volumes of sermons. n22 
Edward Sugden also Hrote of the importance of the "Standard 1tlorb;u 
in the introduction to his edition of The ~tandar~ ~er~ons of Hesley: 
••• there is scarce any subject of importance, either in 
practical or controversial divinity, l·lhich is not treated of more 
or less, either professedly or occasionally. His aims rlere thus 
elucidation and completeness of presentation. 23 
Of secondary importance to the study Here the letters and the 
journal as printed in the Jackson edition of Hesl~y'~ 1rlor~. They 
were included at some points, but primarily as supportive material. 
21EdHard H. Suaden (eel.), \•les~~y's ~-tandard Sermons (London: 
The Ep1vorth Press, 19Sl). 
9 
22John Deschner, Wesley's Christology. An Interpretation (Dallas: 
Southern Nethodict University Press, 1980). 
23sermons. Vol. I, p. 13. 
VI. PRCX::EDTJHE OF THE STUDY 
The initial step in the research Has the study of contemporar:r 
scholars on the subject o.f authority. Then further study Nas made of 
concepts of Biblical authority so that the study could be done Hithin 
the proper categories of logical thought. The next step in research 
vtas the survey of the t-Jritings of John Hesley Hith particular emphasis 
10 
on searching for c1ues as to his concepts of Biblical authority. 
Foll01-ring that, VJ1th some overlapping tdth the original study of \·lesley's 
writings, Has the study of materials dealing td th the life and ideas 
of John Hesley made from primary source materials. 
The Hriting of the paper began vrith the life of Hesley in its 
historical aspect::J. This reseArch \·72.S uritten as chapter two, The 
Historical Background of John Hesley. 'rhen the third chapter Has the 
l'Iritten result of the study of IVesley 1 s use of the Bible. This brought 
a practical perspective to the concept of authority in Hesley 1 s thought, 
and Has profitable in its aid in making final conclusions concerning 
·Hesley' s vieH of Biblical authority. The fourth chapter attempted to 
present \'lesley 1 s vieii of the Bible. Some contemporary questions Here 
asked in reference to his vie'rJS a.nd conclusions dra<m. The fifth 
chapter t·Jas a survey of the authority of the Bible as conceived by 
\-lesley. The relation of Biblical authority to other sources of religious 
authority in the teaching of H"esley vtas also considered. Finally, in 
the sL\.th chapter, a brief summary \ias made and conclusions dravm 
relating to the general topic of Hesley 1 s concept of Biblical authority. 
CHAPI'ER II 
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF JOHN HESLEY 
I. FAHILY BACKGROUND 
John Wesley has been called "The most famous leader and creator 
of the Evangelica1 moveraent ,ul Many have ascribed to hini tbe highest 
position among men of his contemporaries in all of England. John 
Telford, his biographer, s:=J.id: 11ides1ey 1 s life Hill never cease to 
fascinate all readers ...• He belongs to the universal Church. One 
community bears his name; all churches have caught his spirit." 2 
Prominent uit.h him i'7ere his brother Char}.es and their friend G,;;o:cge 
\'lhitefield. John and Char1es had for their fatrJe:r· S:1n11Jel Hesley, vlho 
had become a pd.e~t of the Church of England and Has long in charge of 
the rural parish at Epiwrth. 3 John '1,Tcsley· 1r1B.S born on June 17, 1703.4 
The tvife of Samuel 1.iesley t.Jas Susanna, Hhose father, Samuel Anncslcy, 
Has a nephe>-1 of the first Earl of Anglesea and a clergyman. She was 
''a 1wr::an of great force of character, exercised a methodical discipline 
lKenneth Scott Iatourette, A History of Q.hri_Et~~nj_J;y (New York: 
Harper and Ro1-1, Publishers), l953,-p:-1o2·3-:-
2 John Telford, The l,ife of _:!'oh!:! ~esley (London: The EpNorth 
Press, 1953), p. xv introd-.-
3Latourette, £P..· £it . .) p. 1023. 
Li'1artin Schmidt, Jo!2_t:, \·Je~l_~y, ~ 'Ihcol_9i.:·;ic_:-~}.-_ ~i~f>.!'a"2~Y (NeH York: 
Abingdon Preas, 1962), p. 63. 
12 
over her la.rge family, arranging for the older to care for the younger 
children \'lith exacting obedience. n5 
II. WESLE:f 'S EDUCATION 
John \-lesley 1 s edueation, in hi.s youth Has administered m0::Jtly 
by his mother. Hrs. vJesley t·ms the schoolmistress of the Parsonage. 
Her grandson, S<nnuel Tdesley, said that she had a talent for imparting 
(., 
knoHlcdge upon memory so tllat it r:as not forgotten. D It must surely 
have been during this time of j_nfluence by his mother and father, that 
John Hesley' s foundation ;.ras laid, t·Jhich alloi·Jed him to accomplish the 
great tasks that lay ahead of him. 
At the age of.eleven, in 1714, he started his formal education at 
the Charterho,Jse School in London. 7 His financial arrangements ~rere 
handled by the Duke of Buckingham, >·Jho vJas a good friend of his father. 
On June 2LI, 1720, John Hesley Hent to Christ Church as he entered 
Christ College and Oxford University. 8 
The beginning of 172.5 Has marked by an increased desire for his 
spiritual condition. 9 He began to study the "Imitation of Christ 11 
by Thomas A' Kempis, Hhich te>.ught him that true religion vras seated in 
the heart, that true motive and pure affection must extend to all of 
5r.atourette, op. cit., P< 1023. 
6T ~ n . d "t euor , 9P· ~·, 
7 
,!bid . ' p • 16. 
8~bi9_., p. 33. 
p. 739. 
9-rb"d 
.::1:..2_.' p. 37 . 
13 
thought as Hell as t.Jord and action. 10 He also read another book, 
Jeremy Taylor 1 s Hol:y: ~iV~!2_fi and !2_ying, from Hhich he became certain 
that one must sacrifice all to God or live all to oneself . 11 In !1arch, 
1726, through the efforts of his father, and others, he Has elected 
Fellow of Lincoln College. 12 He preached at nearby colleges and be82n 
lecturing in various areas at the college ,13 "His reputation as a 
scholar and a man of literary taste was nol'J established in the 
university, ul4 
III. VJESLEY 1 S IVIISSIONAH.Y VENTURE 
In 1735 ther-e began another :important stage in the career of 
John \>lesley. He saUed for Georgia YJith his brother as missionaries 
of the Society for the Propagation of the Go;::ipel in Foreign Parts .15 
On the voyage to Georgia, the Hesleys made the acquaintance of Moravians 
who were on the same ship and John t·Jas greatly impressed to find that in 
the midst of the storm and the irrLfilinence of death they had a fearless:-:.ess 
which his faith had not given to him. 16 The Hesleys laboured earnestly 
in the young colony, but had to confine their efforts chiefly to the 
whites, though they had originally intended to minister to the Indians .17 
10J. Brazier Green, John \'lesley and Hilliam Law (London: The 
Epworth Press, 19h5), p. 25-.- ----
11Luke Tyerman, The Life and Times of the Rev. John Hesley, H. A. 
(NeH York: Harper and Brothers,--l1l'72J, I,p.JS.--
12 Ibid., p. 45. 13Ibid. 1!1 Ibid. 
15Latourette, £2· cit., p. l02h. 17rbid. 
Wesley's Hork in Savannah, Georgia, Hhere he taught, preached and 
worked Hith untiring effort, Has a success. 18 His Hork in Savannah Non 
him respect, ease, honour, and abundance-c·t·Jhich he had not expected \·Jhe n 
he came to America •19 But then the problems began to erupt from various 
sources, the chief problem being his romance Hith Hi.ss Sophia Hopkey. 
Hesley seriously considered marrying her, but upon the counsel of his 
close fr:tend, Hr. Delamotte and several Horavian friends he changed 
his decision. 20 After that the lady married a l'-fr. Hillie>.mson. In the 
follm1ing course of events, Hesley repe1led Hrs. Hilliarn.son from the 
Communion for behaviour 1'11.·-dch tt ••• he thought reprehensible. rr?.l From 
this point on the Hork Has beset Hith difficulty and Hesley finally 
found it necessary to leave America for England. 22 
rv. HESL1Y 's cmrvERS ION 
Soon after he arr5_ved in London, Hesley had the ?rofound 
experience nhich Has ·to change the directlon of his life and ultlmately 
bring forth the }:ethodist movement. On Nay 21, 1738, Charles, who had 
also returned to England because of difficulties in his work in Amedee>., 
professed a ne;..; inner psace. 23 Luke Tyerman recorded the account as 
lf1relfo:rd, 92· ci!:., p. 83. l9Ibid. 2 0Ib iq . , p • 8 6 • 
21I·b·'d 87 
__ .:!:;._. ' p • • 
22 Jo'l·"rl 1.·re"·ley, Th 11 ' f J ' 1 1 1 d Th J · .• . ~ .e -~ori<s o onn ,·es. ey, e . .o:nas a.cKson 
(third edition; K:?.nsas-C{ty: Naz2rene-·PtibU.shing House, 1958), I, p. 57. 
23Luke Tyerman, The Life and Tin:es of ~h-~ R~::!_· John Hesl~y, N. A. 
(NeH York: Harper 2.nd Brothers,-Publlsher3; 1B72T, I, p. 179. 
several found this neH experience of conversion: 
Wesley thought that being Hit.hout faith, he ought to leave off 
preaching. But Bohler replied: "By no means. Preach faith till 
you have it; and then, because you have it you Hill preach it;" 
and, on the 6th of' ~·Iarch, he began to preach accordingly. l1ean-
15 
while tJeveral of his friends, as h:is brother Cb.arles, Hr. Gambold, and 
:Nr. Stonehouse, vicar of Islington, had embraced the doctrine of 
salvation by faith only; and t~w, vJhi.tefield, and Hr. Hutchins of 
Pembroke College, had experienced it. Charles Hesley also, on 
Whit~·Sunday, Hay 21, uas made a partaker of the same great blessing. 
At t.he time, he \·las ill of pleurisy, and his brother and some other 
friends came to him, and sang a hymn of praise to the Holy Ghost; 
and after they Here gone, he 1:as ;:,nab led to exercise that faith in 
Christ of the \·!ant of Hhich he had been recently convinced, and 21 vms filled Hith love and peace. Hesley himself t-Jas still a mourner. - ~· 
Three clays later, on !·hy 2D, 173B, John v7ent to a meetins of an 
informal Anglican society on Aldersgate, not f<-J.r from Hhere he had 
attended evening prayer meeting .25Hesley recoTded this experience in 
his Journal: 
I felt my heart strangely 1-1armed. I felt I did trust in Christ, 
Christ alone, for salvation; end an assurance Has given me, 
thatHe had taken aYJay my sins, even mine, and saved me from the 
lat·J of sin and death; and I then t~gtified openly to all there, 
what I not-r first felt in my heart.2 
Scholars have debated as to the significance of this event. 
stated his theory that \<lesley had enjoyed no constant or consistent 
spiritual victor.t for more than ten years pre(;eding Aldersgate that would 
indicate that. he t·ias a child of God. Harston said: 
2i!Ibid. 
2STyerman, ~~~· ci!:_., I, p. 80. 
2~-Jor~~-' £E· cit., I, p. 95. 
His state represents the not unfamiliar picture of the seeker 
who, in his quest for God, folloHs noH one route and then anoth0r 
t.'1rough 'tJeary months and long years of faithfulness t-Iithout faith, 
16 
of duty Hi thout. Yictory; catching noH a.nd again a glim)Xle of Hhat , 
victory could mean, only to 1apse at once into fa:i.lure ar,d despair. 27 
According to :iJarston 1 s vieH, there vJa:.:J spiritual victory at 
Alders gate, but the Alders gate experience had not brought freedom fro:n 
t \ .... · · .r> • • '• • h · 
2 S H h d - . f tl 11e s tJrJ.Vlngs 01. sln Hl'G,1l!l .lm, e a a clear conEJclousnesa o· ·. 1e 
forgiveness of his sins, but he evidently Has not yet clear in te:tms 
of experience, in tho distinction betHeen justification and entire 
sanctification as successive operations of the Holy Spirit of God in 
the heart of man. 29 
Narston recognized the spiritual victo:cy gained, but follo~.Jed 
with another observation later in his book: 
The Aldersgats experience had brought Wesley the clear 
con::;ciousness of the forgivensc.1s of sins, but it had not 
brought freedom from sin's strivings viithin. Evident1y he v12.s not 
as yet clear, in terms of experience, in the distinction betl-1een 
justification and entire sanctification as successive operations of 
the Holy Spirit in the soul. But i·Jhile at Herrdmt that amazing 
example of saintly spiritual insight among the Horavians, 
Christian David, told him, "the being justified i;:J Nidely different 
from have the full assurance of the faith, . • . u30 
Though there has been difference of opinion as to the spiritual signi·· 
ficance of the Aldersgate experience, a likely theory waD expressed by 
Dr. Marston. Concerning Hesley' s sanctificQtion Harston said: 
Lake: 
2"fteslie R. Narston, From Age to A5;e a Livi~~- HH~~ (Hinona 
Light ctnd Life Press, 1950}, p -:--4~ 





We are not able to point to a specific time or to circumstantial 
details marking this second deliverance" but there is evidence that 
the event occurred not. long after Aldersgate---probably a matter of 
months, not ye~rs. 
The evidence is tv;o-fold. In the first pla.ce, there seems suddenly 
to have occurred, about ten months after Aldersgate, a marked 
change in the direction of Hosley's energies from inner conflict 
and strained service to tireless, irresistible and successful 
achievement in evangelism and in organiza.tional generalship. 
Contrary to the usual claim of v;riters on John \'lesley, Aldersgate 
did not mark the end of the too intense self-concern of his religion. 
The outward direction of his religious concern came a few months 
later, as study of his Journal makes clear. According to the 
evidence, this change took pE1ce s ome\·lhere bot\o;reen his sense of 
complete failure on ,January 4, 1739, and his self-committing response 
to \-.Thitefield's call to the Bristol area late in Harch of the same 
year. Probably the change occurred in connect~£n vJith his response 
to the call or his actual entry upon the task. -
The end of the debate has not. been reached. 1/lcsley did not give 
a clear, direct testimony to the experience of sanctification, nor 
indicate Hha.t role the Alde:csgate eX!)G:titmce took. Harston cited 
circumstantie:l evidence in support of the qonclusion that \·lesley 
experienced his personal Pentecost when he began field preaching 
at Bristol, but there still yJas no explicit personal testimony by 
LJ 1 t t' ''f' t' 32 res ey o en 1re sanc~1 1ca lOn. 
It \vas not until years later in 1762 that r,·lesley Has 11 very 
explicit and emphatic about testifying to entire sanctification as a 
second .:ork of grace, received inst~_::ta_Qe~usly by faith subsequent to 
regeneration.33 Wesley did strongly imply his personal possession of 
----------
32George Turner, The Vision J,Jhich Transforms (Kansas City: 
3eacon Hill Press, 1964)';--p. -215.- ---
33ryerman, II, pp. 417-418, quoted in Turner, Ibid. 
the experience Nhich he urged others to have: 
Hany years ago my brother f:requently said, uyour day of Pente-
cost is not fully come; but I doubt not it Hill; and you Hill then 
hear of persons sanctified, as frequently as you do !10\·1 of persons 
justified; Af;Y unprejudiced reader may observe, that it Has not·l 
fully come)-~ 
Such a statement provided strong inferential evidence that ·v.resley had 
the experience \·?hich he so diligently preached. 
Wesley himself gave a summary of the direction and effect of 
his preaching Hhich wae significant in sh01.jing the over-all effect of 
the transformation Hhich occurred at Aldersgate: 
(1) F'rom the yec.r 1725 to 1729 I preached much, but sat-1 
no fruit of my labour. Indeed it cou1d not be that I 
should; for I neither laid the foundation of repent2.nce, 
nor of believing the gospel; to.kirig it for granted, that 
all to Nhom I pre2.c.hed t·iere believers, and that many of 
them 11 needed no repentance. n 
(2) From the year 1729-1734, laying a 
repentance, I saw a little fruit. 
little; and no \-JOnder: For I did 
blood of the covenant. 
deeper foundation of 
But it was only a 
not preach faith in the 
(3) From 1734 to 1738, speaking more of faith in Christ, I saw 
more fruit of my preaching, and visiting from house to house, 
than ever I had done before; though I knoH not if any ofthose 
1-1ho Here out\Jardly reformed 1-1ere im1ardly and thoroughly 
converted to God. 
(4) From 1738 to this time, speaking continually of Jesus 
Christ, laying Him only for the foundation of the Hhole 
building, making him all in allJ the first and the last; 
preaching only on the plan, "The kingdor;1 of God is at hand; 
repent ye, and believe the gcspel; 11 the nt-;ord of God ranH 
as fire among the stubble; it 11 Has glorified 11 more and more; 
18 
multitudes crying out, W;Jhat must He do to be saved? 11 and ~ 
aftenrards witnessing, "By grace H8 are saved through faith. 11 ·:!5 
3~lesley, Jo.:::rnal, quoted i.n Turn2r, Ibid. 
35Hilliam M. Arnett, "John Hesley--Han of One Book11 (unpublished 
Doctor of Philosophy thesis, Drevr Theological Seminary of Drev1 University, 
195h), pp. 33-34. 
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Alders gate 1/Jas the dividing point of \vesley' s life. Before 
1738, there H8.s legality and ba.rrenness; after 1738, there was implicit 
trust in Christ for salvation, a Christ-centered message, and fruit-
36 fulness. 
CHAPTEH III 
\·lESLEY 1 S USE 01~' SCRIPI'UHE 
I Hant to lmo:·r one thing--the t·wy to heaven; hoH to land on 
that happy .shore. God Himself Has condescended to teach the 
Hay; for this very end He came from heaven. He hath uritten 
it do:·m in a book. 0 give me that book! At any price, give 
me the book of God! I have it: here is knov1leclge enough for 
me. Let me be homo uniu libri.l 
The abovo quote fro;n the 11 Preface 11 to the Sermons of John Hcsley 
shm·Jed his general attitude to,.;ard the Bible and his method of inter-
pretation. To Wesley, the Bible was a b~ck of Goct. 2 As the book of 
God, it Has his concern that the Sc:c:Lptures receive the careful att.en-· 
tion it deserved by those t·Jho profefJSed to believe in it. In commenting 
he lv:cote that 'liTis not enough to have Bible, but \.Je must use the1n, 
yeD., use them daily. Our souls must have c·onsta.nt meals of that manna, 
i'!hich if Hell digested, v!i.ll afford them true nourishment and strength. 11 3 
rhe investigation for this chapter Has in the area of his use of the 
II 1 ~ G d II l ,., .;. J J 1 , th s . ~ b orac es or o-, as 1e rrequen~.y ca .-ea e crlp~ures. Luke T;yerman 
lJohn Hesley, "Prefc:ce 1 rr Hesley 1 s Standard Sermons (London: 
,he Ep1wrth Pre;;Js, 1961), I, p. Jl-J2:-·- ------ ----·-
2 George Tu:cner' !I John v.Jesley As Interpreter of S:ripture' II 
[nspiration and Interpretation, ed. John F'. ltlalvoord (Grand Raoids: 
lm.. :8. Eei:-:;dra?.ns Publishing Company, 1957), p. 160. . · 
3Johc-1 1;Jes1.ey, Explanatory Notes Upon the Old Testament, quoted in 
Till iam Arnett., rr Jc.hn-17-2 sley=~~I2.n -Oi~ One-Book,,, ( unpublid:ledDoctor of 
>hilosophy thesis, DreH Theologj_cal Semin?.ry of Drei·i University, Madison, 
.95L), p. 85. 
LJohn :r:esley, The Horks of John 1"Te~Jley, Sermon XL, ed. 'I'hom2.s 
rackson (Grand Rapi.d::;:-·zondervan Publishing-House, n.d.), VI, p. 1. 
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expressed the significance of such a statement in the Hay 1:Jesley Hould 
have Pl8cJTlt it: 
Wesley was not a designing man; cunning he had none: he was 
a man of one idec::·:---his.-s.ole aim \B.s to save souls. This Has 
the philosophy of life. All his actions had reference to this. 
He had no preconceived plans; and, hence, it is needless to 
speculate about his motives. The man is best known by what he djd; 
· not by Hhat philosopher5 might suspe:ct he thought. Holding these--
opinions, 1:w one objec-t, has been to collect, collate, and rf!gister 
unvarni;;hr;d facts; and I hope I have not altogether failed.:.> 
It certainly was true of Wesley that his actions spoke as 1rell as his 
vwrds. The emphasis v:hich vlesley placed on the Bible Has demonstrated 
by his life··long interest in it and in the study of Scripture. 
I. WESLEY 1 S PERSONAL INTERi~S'I' 
viesJ.ey 1 s early p:ceparation included t:raining in the ho;ne by his 
mothe:::· Hi:th a strong, concentrated program of Bible read:ing. 6 In his 
school Hork, the study of the langua.ges of Scripture -v1ere an important 
part of the curriculum vrhich he studied. He Has exposed to the 
princtples of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin. 7 At Charterhouse, which he 
attended at the age of fourteen, he wa~ kno~n for his proficiency in 
HebreH. 8 At OxfoTd, he ~ras so skilled in Grcek th2.t he c.nd his brother 
Charles conducted devotions every day in Greek, Hhile "JSlng the Greek 
6 Turccr, op. cit., p. 164. 
7Ibid. 
8 r>-~d UL • 
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New Testament, as ,;ell as ree.ding from the early church fathers. 9 
George Croft Cell, Hriting in tho Introduction to Jo£m ~e~}ey' ~ Ne~ 
Testam'::!2!:' agrE;ed that the Greek NoH 'l'estament v:as important to Hesley 
in his devotions and studies. This Has of such effect that 11 • • • often 
tvhen a friend halted in quoting a venw of the English text, 1.-Jesley 
would come to the rescue by quoting the original .Greek. 1110 Such 
familiarity certainly indicated that \{esley vms serious Hhen he said 
he vras a "man of one book. 11 vlhile he was a student at Oxford he 
adopted a schedule of study Hhich he kept for years. He read the 
classics on Honday and Tuesday, logic ~mel ethics on HecJ.ne<1day, HebreH 
and Arabic on Thursday, metaphysics a.nd philosophy on Friday, oratory 
and poetry on Saturday, and Divinity on Sunday. 11 ldith such a back-
ground, it Has sor·,evJbat par2dox:Lcal that he calleu himself "a mc<n of 
one book, 11 yet. the real meaning of that phrase involved his devotion 
to the Bible as the center of his study as he expressed in A Plain 
Account. of Christian ·Perfection: 
In the year 1729, I began not only to read, but to study the 
Bible, as the one, the only standard of truth, and the only model 
of pur& religion. Hence I sau, in a clearer and clearer light, 
the indisperwa.ble necessity of having 11 the mind Hhich Has in 
Christ" and of '';.ralking <JS Christ also vJalked; 11 • • • in all 
things. 12 
10
aeorge Croft Cell, 11 Introduction, I! John 1tlesley 1 s NeH Test2:::ent 
Philadelphia: The John C. ',·Jinston Company, -l938}:--o:-X-
1~urner, ~p. ci!-_., p. 164. 
12John T.fesle·'" 1 ... --. ,, ~ J'' 
££· cit., XI, p. 367 
"A Plain Account of Christian Perfection, 11 ~orks, 
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II. PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION 
Understanding the principles of interpretation ~>Jhich are used 
by a man are important if a proper theological understanding Hould 
be reached. This Has especially tr·o.e in the case of Vlesley because of 
his emphasis on the value of Scripture for his o;m understanding of 
"the mind Hbich \·:as in Christ. ul3 
original languages of the Bible \vas the best testimony to the priority 
he placed on this aspect of Scriptural understanding. The translation 
of the NeH Teste>.ment Has no small task. The very fact that it Has 
attempted illustrated Hosley's concern for the urouer translation from 
the best text of the original tongue, 
His statement c.oncGrning the academic training for c. mir;ister 
shm.Jed clearly that he had high regard for the value of the origiml 
tongu.es: 
Secondly. No less necessary is a knoo;.;ledge of th8 Scriptures, 
vihich teach us hO'li to teach others; yea, a knov1ledgc of all 
the Scriptures; seeing scripture interprets scripture; one part 
fixing the sense of ~mother. So that, 1qhether it be true or not, 
that every good textuary is a good Divine, it is certain none 
can be a good Divine t·Jho is not a good textuary. None else can 
be mighty in the Scri_ptures; able to inatruct and to stop the 
mouths of gainsayers. 
In order to do this accurately, ought he not to know the 
lHer2.l meaning of every Hard, verse, and chapter; Hithout which 
there can be :10 firm foundation on Hhich the spiritual meaning 
can be built? Should he not likewise be able to deduce the 
proper corollaries, speculative and practical, from each text; 
2~ 
to solve the difficulties 1-1hJch may arise., and an~mer the objections 
which are or may be raised against it; and to make a suitable 
appl:l.cation of all to the consciences of his hearers? 
Thirdly. But can he do this, in the most effectual manner, 
t-7ithout a kno:;ledge of the original tongue? Hithout this, Hill 
he not frequently be at o. stand, even as to· texts t-Jhich regard 
practice only? But he Hill be under still greater difficulties, 
Hith respect to controve:r·ted scriptures. He Hill be Ul able to 
rescue these out of the hands of any man of learning that t·wuld 
pervert them: l<'or Hhenever ap appeal is made to the original, 
his mouth :.ts stopped at once.14 
\-lesley's mm training included the rea.ding of the Scriptures several 
F' hours every day in the original tonguo:J. :::> Such a strong demand for the 
inclusion of the original languages of Sc:cipture as a requirement for 
serious Bible study, coupled >-Jith his O\-In diligent practice of the 
recommended principle, left little doubt of the primacy of the origimcl 
languages in his principles of interpretation. 
"The Bible is the truth of God accommodated to the human mind for its 
proper assimilation •••• To be a mec:.ningful and a~Jsimilable revelation, 
the revelation had to corr1e in human languc>.ges,. in human thought-forms, 
and referring to objects of human experience. 1116 To this, 'Hesley ~10uld 
have agreed ~<Jhole-heartedly as illustrated by his translation and 
COnLment on Roman.s 6:19, 11 I speak afte:c the manner of men because of the 
1/.v~lorks, £l?· £i~., X, pp. b82-3. 
I5Tyermc.n, op. cit., I, p. 52. 
1~srnard Rc:.mm., Protestant Biblical Int.e:c9retation (Boston: 
•l. A. Hilde Compc:ny, l95jT;-P,169~-The--princTpTes -oflnterpretation 
'lesley used \·Jere, in generaJ., categorized accordi:1g to the principles in 
~his book by Rarru--rl, 
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t.:eakness of your flesh: • In commenting he said, 11 19. I 
sneak after the ms.nner of men··~·Thus it is necessary that the Scripture 
-·--- __ ,_.._...,__ -- --·--
should let itself do:-m to the language of wm, Because of the t-Jeakness 
of your fleGh··-Slo;mess of understandin& flOi·JEl from the t·makness of 
the flesh; that is, of human natu.re . 1118 The statement 1rlesley made 
( 11 ••• it is necessary that the Scripture should let itself dmvn to 
the language of men.") indicated that there Has in Hesley's mind an 
accomodation on the part of God as he communicated divine truth through 
language to hum;cm understanding. 
progr&ssive revelation icc: that vihlch has been held to c:ccount for the 
relation of the Old Tes'cament to the NeH Testament. Ram,,1 held that 
II the Bible sets forth a movement of God, Hit.h the ~n:i ti~~1-v~ 
coming fl'Oli'l God and not man, in Hhich God brings man up through the 
theological infancy of the Old Testament to the maturity of the New 
Testament ,ll19 'Ides ley held a similar vie>-r of ;.:hich expression Has 
found in his cowment2.ry on Hebrei·1s 1:1 and 2, vihere he said: 
I. God, ~~o ~~ £':'!'dry ti~'~E--'I'he Crec.tio:-1 \·!-?.::; revealed in 
the tim·3 of Adam; the La.st Judgment, in the ti::rce of Enoch: and 
so at various times, and in various degrees, r1ore explicit 
kno;.;ledge •·1as given. In ~ivers ~:~:E!}~;:o:r0:--In ';is ions, in dreams, 
and by revela·~iorls of various kinds. Both these <:n-e opposed 
to the one entire and perfect revelation which He has made to 
18~., 'd J.Dl , 
l9Ram:ll, on. ~~t., p. 111. 
us by Jesus Christ. The very number of the prophets shO\·ied that 
they prophesied on1y 'in part. r20 
Here Hesley iraplied th2.t the "perfect revelation!! t-ms the culmination 
of a series of 11 revelations of various kinds, 11 and that gradually, 
"more explicit knc,.;ledge t·:as given. r: 21 This vras the ·heart of the 
principle of progressive revelation. 
the historical context of the -..rriters of the Scriptures vre.s evident 
from the introductory remarks t.rhj_cl1 he made before each book in his 
22 Notes. He took some care to learn about the cultural peculiarities 
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of the Biblical people as t¥ell as the political history of the nations. 
In his comrnent on John 11:9 he said: 
9. Are tl~-~re no!:_ !:~~~1ve b_I)U~-~ in the day?--The JmJD ah;ays 
divided the space from sunrise to sunset' ·-w-ere the days longer 
or shorter, into tHelve parts: so that the hours of their d2.y 
were all the year the s2.me in number though much shorter in 
Hinter than in summer.23 
Such a conrrr:ent indicated the cc.re that he· took to give to the reader 
the historical context so that the import of the text Hould be more 
readily understandable. 
passages of scripture l~hich Here "doubtful. 11 It Has his position th2.t 
2~•iot~~' p. 810. 
21 Ibid. 
22 rt, · d 
_._l_.' p. 515, 392. 2 3Ibi~., John 11:9, p. 351. 
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such scriptures should be subjected to the test of the anc>.logy of 
faith, 24 \·lhich l·iill be discussed later in the study. The irnportant fact 
noted here I·Jas that Hesley did not assurr.e that he knot·7 Hhat every text 
meant. 
previous Hork of Christia.n thinkers Has one of the important elements 
of Wesley's Bible study method. He sa1d: 
'I am willing to do, let me kno~, Thy will.' I then search 
after and consider parallel passages of ScriptuTe, 'comparing 
spiritual things t:ith spiritual. 1 I meditate thereon vrith e.ll 
the attention and earnestness of t-Jhich my mind is capable. If' 
any doubt still remains, I consult those t·lho c:rce experienced in 
the things of God; and then the m.:itings Hhe:ceby, beip~ dead, 
they yet speak. And t·Jhat I thus lE;arn, t.bat I te2.ch.c.;) 
1~esley 1 s reference to 11 those Nho are experienced in the things of God 11 
rras of such extent that he even, in the case of l1is comnlGnt;,ry on the 
book of The Revelation, went so far as to 11 , •• partly translate, 
partly abridge, the most necessary of his (Bengelius) observations; • 
It vias appa.rent that 'tlesley did not study 1vithout reference to 
the competent scholars of his day as \<7ell as those Hho had gone before 
hL'Tl. 
The principle 0~ induction. 'l'he cor:ry1ent of Ran:11 Has .of help to 
understand a proper definition of the principle of induction. He 
2Ltibid. Romans 12:6, p. 569-570. 
25serm~, 11 Preface, 11 p. 32. 
26Notes, p. 932. 
explain<:Jd that 11 In our interpretation of Scripture \•78 must di~~-~ 
the rr.8aning of a p:o.Ewage, not attr:?-b~rte one to it. 11 27 This is the 
principle of ~~lE~.~l:~. rather than ~j_seE_~~~~-~· 28 In this vein of 
thought \-lesley \·n·o·L:.c: 
Every thinking man !'Jill easily discern my design in the 
following sheets. It is not to write sermons, essays or set 
discourses upon any part of Scripture. It is not to dra;,; 
inferences from the toxt, or to fJheH Hhat doctrines may be 
proved the:ceby. It is this: 'I'o give the direct, literal meaning 
of ever:~ verse 5 of every sentence, and, as far as I am able, of 
every Hord in the oracles of God. I desiring only, like the hand 
of a dial, to point every man to this: not to take up his mind 
\~ith something else, hoH excellent soever; but to keep this eye 
fixt upon the naked Bible, that ho rQ2Y read and hear it uith 
under[,tanding. I say agaln (and desire it may be Hell observed, 
that. nona mc:.y expect Hhat they Hill not find), It is not my 
design to Hrite a book i·:hich a man may read separate from the 
Bible: but ba:ct:.ly to assist those Hho fe2.:r God, in hearing 
and reading tho Bible itself, by shelling the na~ural sense of 
every part, in as feH and plain \·:ords as I can. ~9 
The temp\:.~1.-tion to she'•7 Hhat doc.t,rines may be proved by the Scripture 
i'Jas one Hhicf1 Hesley avoided being independent of thought.3° In his 
28 
~otE.:_q, he attempted to let the text speak for itself. His mm statement 
;.ms: 11 l~y Oi,m conscience c>.cquits me of having designedly misrepresentc:d 
any single passage of Scripture. u31 Hesley did, ho>·rever, s2.y 




~'_:·;·. c; f· n !. -~~·' .... 119. 
p. 173. 
Hf'reface, 11 p. 8. 
np.,~,.,f::J~e 11 (17:.,5) ----~~ ' ~ ' 
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of the above~named \·Jriters) as to imagine that I have fallen into no 
mistakes in a ~w:ck of so g:r·eat difficulty.u32 Such a spirit of honesty 
and s:LnglenecfJ of pu:cpose indicated the undesigning attitude \·Jhich tvas 
necess2.:ry for the proper ~~~{_erJis of the text. 
Th£ E~~-~nr~.:~E}~~. ~~.f Er:~erence_ for ~E:.£ 9_learest J::~~eJ.:p:r-etaU.o~. 
Some passages of Scripture apparently conflict h'lth others, said Rarnm,33 
in such cases \·Jhere ti·JO passages conflict the rule has h2en to choose 
••• the clear over the obscure, and the more rational over the 
credulous. u3h 1.-Iesley ;·wuld have agreed to this principle as his 
statement on Romans 12:6 indicated: "Every article, therefore, 
concerning Hhich there is any question should be dete:cmined by this 
rule; every d()!Jbtfu1 scripture interpTeted ·according to the grand 
trut"'JS '-+'·l· c;, ru'·l -'·.hro•":'n H1"" r.r}·ol e r:35 !J ~JJ.J. J.J. • L \.-·..-•·• <..-\Q ., ~ ... ,_.. H l .L.. ..-of Sic·1Harly, and perhaps closer 
to the principle of preference for the clearest interpretation, Hesley 





the ste.ten:ent vih:Lch \JOuld indicate that \·lesley held the principle of 
32roid. 
33-o~m:n 
.i ~.. ......... I;..·~' OD, 
-"-
p. 120. 
35~ote~, loc. cit. 
nFreface,H I, pp. 31-32. 
the unity of the senHe of Scriptun's ~<ras made in the Notes. He scdd 
concerning the Bible: 
10. Concerning the Scriptures in general, it may be observed, 
the 1wrd of tho living God, Hhich directed the first patriarchs 
also, Has, in the time of Hoses, con:.rnittsd to vrriting. 'I'o t.his 
Here adciec:J., in several succeedin3 generations, the inspired 
Hritings of the other prophets. Aftenmrds, Hhat the Son of God 
preaebed, and tbc Holy Ghost spake by the apostles, the apost1ns 
and evangelists i·Jrote. This is Hhat He nm·: style the Ho1y 
Scripture~ this is that 1Hord of God Hh:Lch rem2.ineth fo:c ever 1 ; 
of Hhich, though 'heaven and ee,ro(.h pass auay, one jot or tittle 
shall not pass a;·ray. 1 The Scripture, therefore, of the Old and 
NeH TeBtament is a most solid o.nd prec:iou.s system of divine 
truth. Every part thereof is 1·10rthy of' God; and all together are 
one entire body, I·Jherein is no defect, no excess. It is the 
f01mtai:1 of heavenly 1qiEJdom, l·ihich they \Jbo are able to taste 
prefer to all Hrit:i.ngs of men, ho\·Jever vdse or learned or holy .37 
\rlesley called attention to the unity of Scripture in the phrase, 
!I "8 is a r.10st solid and precious syste:·n of divine truth. 11 .:> 'I'his 
indicated his vieH of Scripture as a 'r'lhole fabric. 
Scripture interprets itself was aimed at refuting the special place 
the Ron12.n Catholic Church had ~'-SSmned in the interpretatio:1 of 
Sc rl· O''U7'8 39 J.. l_.. .... 0 In '1A Homan Catechism, Faithfully Drc:llm out of the 
AlloHed Hritings of the Church of R.orr:e, 11 Hesley opposed the Roman 
Catholic Faith on the ground the.t 11 Scripture, therefore, is a 
rule sufficierrL in itself, and Has by men divinely inspired at once 
37Not5's, HPref~~ce,n p. 9. Cf. No_~~~' 11 Preface, 11 p, 10. 
3Sibid. 
39Ramn, op. cii~., p. 126. 
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delivered to the Ho:cld; and so neither needs, nor is capable of, any 
further addiU.on. nL,O He ivent on to criticize the Roman Catholie; 
Church for adding doctrines ~:hich could not be found in the Scripture: 
the doctrine of transubstantiation, of the seven sacraments, of 
purgatory, the p:t<wtice of half-communion, and others. LJl Again, in 
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a more direct cormm:mt supporting the "analogy of .faith" lrJesley commented 
on Romans 12:6: 
l.et us prophesy e.ccording to the analogy of fa:Lth··-St. Peter 
expressosff;··rast.l-18--oracie"s"-of crocrt;-~iccordit1g "'to the general 
tenor of them; according to tlwt. gr2.nd scheme of doctrine Hhj_ch 
is delivered therein, touching original sin, justification by 
faith, and present, imrard salvation. There j_s a i·londerful 
analogy bet)·Jeen all these; and a close and intimate connexion 
betNeen the chief heads of that ft=d:Lh tJhich lias 'once delivered 
to the s2.int. 1 Every article, therefore, concerning lihich there 
is any question sl10t1.1c1 be determined by this rule; every doubtful 
scripture int-erpl'e·L~d according to the grand. h'uths Hhich run 
throual1 ~-1 1 ;:. r.;ll()l p Lt'c! b l,,j, ... ~ lo.l-,~-'-'f! 
Thus, Hesley pr2.cticed a.nd t2.ught that Scripture >·ias to determine the 
interpretation of the subset of the whole body. 
seen in his statement in the "Plain Ace ount of Christian Perfection, 11 
where he observed that: 
you are in danger· of enthusiasm every hour, if you depart ever 
so little f'ro"Cl Scripture; yea, or from the pl2i:1, literal meaniug 
of any text, taken in connexion 1.Jith the context. And so you 
are, if you despise or lightly esteem reason, knowledge, or human 
-------··-------
learning; eve:ry· cne of tJhich is~.€-n excellent gift of God, and 
may serve the noblest purposes. 1.d · 
In another source, Sermon CX,t;\VI "On Corrupting the \rlord of God," 
W$-:t' 
\·lesley l·:arned tha:t: 
any pasa<-1 [.;:0 is easily pervertscl, by being recited singly, 
Hithou.t any of' the yreceding or fo11m·Jing versE-;s. By this 
means it m~1y c~.ft.en ~;.sem to have one sense, 1-:hen it Hill be plain, 
by observint; ':Jhat goes before ap?i Hhat fol1o1~JS after, that it 
rea 1ly has the di:t:'ect contrary. -! I 
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At the same t.ime, it Has found that Hesley did not ahrays adhere 
to this princ:i.ple as strictly as he might have, or as he should have. 
The point ':ias mac1G by Edi·Jard E:lugden in his co;nment on Serrnon XII, 
"The Hean3 of Gr<:'.ee J 11 that li'J'he outstanding Heakness of Hes1ey as an 
interpreter of the Scriptures is his d isr·e3:ard of the context; he 
takes just. the \-rord8 of the par"t.icular pe:lssage he is con~;idorj_ng 
without reference to what precedes or follows; 
"On the other he>,nd, • • . 11 stated George Turner, 11 • • it is 
hard to find inst?,nr..:es of texts being difJtorted in support of a 
position. Good judgment is app?,rent -L'woughout Hc~sley' s use of Bible 
• it!) 
evlde ne-e. 11 ' 
this principle ha;,1 been placed to;.;ard the end of the order, it 
L:3uo~~~?_; nA Plain Account of Christian Perfection," XI, p. l..t29. 
hbrbid. 
p. 169. 
certainly i'IaS not bE~cause of the emphaais Hhich \rlesley placed upon it. 
He said that 11The general rule o.f interpretating Scripture is this: 
the literal senne of every text is to be taken, if it be not contrary 
to some other texts; but in that case the obscure text is to be 
interpreted by tho~~e ._,;hich speak more plainly. nLI7 In 11A Plain Account 
of Christian Perfection, 11 Vles1ey advised that n. • • you are in danger 
of enthusiasrn every hour, if you depart ever so little from Scripttn'e; 
yea, or from the plain, literal meaning of arw text, • ~ . Rg<nn, 
in his E•e:naon 11 0f tho Church, 11 Hesley s2id: 11 It is a stated rule 
in interpreting Scripture, never to depart fro~ the plain, literal 
sense, unless it implies an abcmrdity. nL9 
1iJesley made the 
stateno.ent thtr::.. u. • • experience is sufi'ician·:.:; to confirm a doctrine 
Hhich is grounded on Scripture. nSO '!'he matter of the relation of 
experience as a source of authority has been discussed later in the 
rese<:n~ch, but the idea of experience as confirming Scripture 'ms 
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essential to the understanding of HesJ ey 1 s pd.nciples of interpret:::. tion. 
The princiole of reason used to understand Scrinture. Along 
--- --~------·--·- --- ---- -- -- ------,--~--- -~-..;:....·--
1dth the idea that experience has v2.lue to confi:r:'rrl Scripture, Hosley 
!~?Arnett, op .• c·'..._ ~ _:_::..::_. ' 111etter to Sc:>muel Furley, 11 p. 9h. 
LB. 
vf o!_J::~, loc. cit. 
L9ilorks, VI, p. 395. 
S 0, ''1, . p (' T' n· 1 "' J , . r l ( 
r'd. Llam _,, vannon, ne 'lneo ogy O.L -on~~ ~g_s-:;_;z Ne\1 York: 
~bingdon·-Cokesbv.ry Press, 19175}, -p.-159-:-
PORTLAI\JO 
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held that by reason "· .. God enables us in some measure to comprehend 
his method of dealing \·lith the children of men. uSl \<lesley believed 
that reason was necessary to interpret Hbat Has revealed in Scripture 
and that Chl7istians vrere in danger H they 11 • • • despise or lightly 
esteem reason, kno;~lodge, or human learning. • . 11 52 in studying 
Scripture. 
In the "Preface" to the 
S~~ons Healey strongly pre:Jented his po~.1ition that the presentinG of 
the truth of God's Word was to be sDnple and practical: 
I design plain truth for plain people: therefore, of set purpose, 
I abstain from all nice and philosophical speculations; from all 
perplex.ed and intricate ra<:son:Lngs; and, as far as possible, from 
even the nhov; of 1earning, unle::::s in sorr.eti?i183 citing the original 
Scripture. I le1.bour to avoid all Ho:rd•J t·;hich are not ea.sy to be 
undertrtooc1, all vJhich are not used in cocmnon life; and, in 
particular, those kinds of technical terTia that so frequently 
occur in Bodies of Div·1nit~l; those r.1odes of speaking ~\T}lich n1en 
of ree>.ding are intimatc::ly acq'5)aintod 1-lith 5 but Hhich to con:r::on - ' t ? people are an unKnown ongue. ~ 
This certainly Has of benefit to Hesley a::J he related the truth of 
the Scripture to the people. Indeed, it ;-1as necessary because of the 
~ontact which he had with the people of England through his preaching. 
It vJas estirn2ted -that 11 • • • he must havG preached at least three or 
four tines a day du:cing the latter fifty year::: of his life, e1.nd that, 
from the time of his return from America in 1738 he had preached no 
Less than 52,lt.OO sermons. 11 5L 
--------·· 
52-b. J ~- lCt,, p, 360, 53~ermons, I, p. 30. 
r:'!J .• ,.. -.. • r,.• ·'t~ J 1mx1n1n rleG c, quoted in Arnett, op. c i ~. ' p • 97 • 
That Wesley was an interpreter of Scripture was evident. The 
study of Wesley's principles of interpretation Has productive of the 
concepts and attitudes necessary to understand the position of the 
Bible as a source of doctT:Lne and avenue to truth •. 
III. HESLEY 1 S SUGGESTIONS FOE BIBIJ~ STUDY 
Han of One Book," listed the suggestions for Bible study as found in 
First, set apart some time, if possible, every morning and 
evening to rec>.d the Scripture. 
Second, read e. chapter out of the Old and one out of the Ne\·i 
Testament, if possible. If that cannot be done, read one chapter, 
or part of one. 
Third, read the Scripture ~.1i th the single pur· pose of kno,-d.ng 
the Hhole \-Jill of God, and >·71th a fixed determinatio~l to do that 
will. 
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FourthJ in order to knoH the Hill of God, there should be a 
constant e.ye to the.analogy of faith: the conDection and harmony 
there is beh7een those grand, fundamental doctrines--Original Sin, 
Justification by Faith, the Ne11 Birth, Im:ard and Out~o:ard Holiness. 
Fifth, serious and earnest prayer should be made before 
approaching the oracle;::; of God, seeing that "scripture can only be 
understood through the same Spirit \.;hereby H Has given." Pr2yer 
should be offered at the close in order that •,.Jhat is read might 
be written upon the heart. 
Sixth, there should be periods of self-examination during the 
reading of the Scripture, Hith both hec.crt and life being scrutinized. 
And Hhatever 1.i.ght is given "shouJ.d be Dsed to the uttermost, 2r1d 
that i~:"u':'tedj.ately. Let there be no delay. Hhatever you resolve, 
begin to execute the first moment you can. So shall you find this 
word to be indeed -!.:.he pol·rer of God unto ~resent and eterml salvoltion.SS 
55~lesley, Exnlenato:r-y Notes Upon the Old Testament, I, p. ix, 
'Preface," quoted- ir1 Arnett, ~E_:-ci~-.-,-p~ls=-
This Has undoubtedly a method t-Yhich Hesley used in his 01:m Bible study, 
and the teaching o.nd pl"each:ing ministry which Has so strongly founded 
in an intimc.::.t.e knot'Iledge o.f.' the Scripture 1-ia~l an indication that this 
was the case. 
Avoidance of enthusiasm. Although Hosley believed in the study 
of the Bible as outlined above it Has not conclusive that "\:lesley Has 
a 11 bibliomani<-tc, 11 although he did engage in the practice 
selection of Bible texts to ascertain the Hill of God.56 
of random 
It vms the 
opinion of Sugden, l·lriting in a footnote to the St.c:~?:._~rd §_er~~~~ 
that 11 • • • He may safely conjecture that he h2.d come by this time 
(1750) to see the superstitiot'S and 1 enthusiastic 1 character of such 
r'~ 
methods of ascertaining the Hill of God . 11 ;. r 'l1he suggestions .fi"Jr study, 
and the avoidance of enthusiasm (having ta.ken Sugden's opinion as 
probably correct) in relation to Bible study, indicated the strong, 
positive and honest app:coach VJesley made in the Study of Scripture. 
· IV. 'vv'ESLEY 1 S Pf7.ACTICAL USE OF SCRIPTURE 
He.::!l:~l ~!: ~preacher. The frequency of Hesley's prea.ching has 
already been mentioned above, hmie7er, it was helpful to study the 
use of Scripture :in the sermons t.hemseJ'tes. Hes1ey p!'eached his fi:c'st 
sermon in 1725 on Sunday, Septemoer 
56Arnett, op. ~H., p. 118. 
57se~monsJ II, p. 97. 
58Arnett, .?2· cit., p. 97. 
' 58 2~. That r..ras the first of en 
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estimated 52,400 sermons and 225,000 miles of travel which was primarily 
c'9 devoted to the preaching ministry. 7 
The method ~qesley used in rnost of his sermons i·Ias that of 
taking a text to support a chosen subject and then bring vJhc:.tever 
general supportive and illustrative material from the total scope of 
the Bible. 60 Dr, ~~urnel' said, "As an intel'prete:::· of the Bible, 
\;iesley' s mo:;t characteristic role Has that of preacher - not exegete 
like Bengel, nor teacher like Calvin, but evangelist. 1161 \'lesley t-m.s 
predominantly a textual preacher rather than <m expositor. 62 In 
addressj_ng the people, vJesley seemed to be more concerned Hith the 
people to Hhom. he v;as preaching than the people tc• V?hom the Bible 
. t ,) . . 63 wr1 ers were aGdress~ng. There t-~es one exception tha.t He.s of 
importance: that t-:as the ex~>ositional ~1or:i.es Hosley preac;1ed on 
Jesus' Sermon on the Hount. 'I'here ~.<Jere thirteen of them, or almost 
6Lt 
one fourth of Hesley' s "standard 11 sermons. These sermons !rJere fully 
presented vrith the purpose of the origim.l >·Jriters 1n vieH. 65 Thus, 
Hesley was versc,tHe in his ability and execut:Lor: of exposition of 
Scripture, but v1hether he stayed to the closely cxoositj_onal approach 
-------
60Arnett, £!?.· cit_., p. 101. 
61 ,~ Turner, op. cit., p. lb7 , 
621. ;d b.._ • 63}-·· 'd -~::2._,' p. 166. 
or the more difflwzd topical approach, the basis of the meDsat;e. t-!as 
consistent tdth Scripture. Hence, lvesley Has a Biblical preacher. 
~lesl~;t ~.~. ~ writ~r, The sheer bulk of the t-1ritings of Hesley 
precluded a detailed analysis of the Scripture as used in his liter-
ature. Some gene:t1 a1 observations have been made, ho-v1ever, on the basis 
of the more detailed studies of certain selected portions of his 
Hritings. 
The Plain Account of Christian Perfection 1-1as studied by H. E. 
Sangster, vJho found that 1ifesley quoted the Bible 11 one hundred 
and n:Lnety-five times: tHenty-three times from the Old Testament and 
l ' d ' t t f th .,. ,, 66 one 1tmare ana seven·y- ·1w rom e Ne\·l. Some of his pages were 
so full of quotations that the phrasing vms almo.st entirely that of 
the Bible, only placed in a judicious and striking manner in the flo•.-r 
of Hesley 1s thought. 67 "Ignoring the repetitive use he makes of certain 
texts, he quotes the Synoptic Gospels h18nt:r·-nine times, Paul seventy-
four times and the Johannine >-rritings thirty-four times. n 68 The most 
often quoted book, said Sangster, vlas the First Epistle of J.ohn, 
which he used to obtain some twenty texts. 69 Turner coMmented on the 
familiarity tha.t Hesle;r had 11ith the Bible: 
66, J L' C ..L rn• P th t P .r> t · ( ·1 Y k 1·. ,e,, uangsver, lne .a-, o .er.LeC lOn J'eH or: 
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Abingdon-
Another characteristic of Hesley 1 s sermons is the amazing 
ease with which Biblical quotations and allusions come from his 
lips. His years of reading the Bible had woven its phrases into 
the very texture of his thought. His mind Has thoroughly impreg·· 
nated Hith the Scrj_pturc. 70 
The 11 irnpregnated scriptures 11 inevitably found their Hay into 
the letters Hhich he Hrote. Arnett has accomplished a detailed 
ane.lysis of the Scripture references or allusions in the eight volumes 
of Wesley's Letters. 71 Dr. Arnett described that study as follotvs: 
The Bible references (book, chapter, and verse) were ..• written 
in the margin of the book Hhere the references Here used. Fro:-r1 
this data, the following information has been compiled, indicating 
the approximate number of t1me.s that Bible quotations or allusions 
are made: 
Volume I 1721-1741 LL Scripture references 
II 1742-·1749 261 II II 
II 1749-1758 309 II II 
II 1758-1766 335 II II 
11 
·1766-1772 445 II " 
II 1772-1780 425' II II 
II 1780-1787 !153 II " 
" 1787-1791 271 " " 
Keeping in mind that these figures are an approximation, the 
grand total, including duplications in use of Bible quotations, 
is 2,543.72 
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rhere Has ample evidence resulting from Dr. Arnett's study ~tJhich sho~\'ed 
the abundant use that \·lesley made of the Scriptures. This abundance 
?Orurner, op. cit., p. 167. 
71Arnett, op. ·.;-Cl"., p. 112. 72rb·' ..:-2:~.' p. 113. 
formed another block of evidence tm.;rard understanding John Hesley 1 s 
concept of the role of the BibJ.e in authority. The thorough and 
abundant ~ of Scripture in the practical, everyday "business" of 
this clergyman i·r:o.s significant. 
LO 
CHAPTER IV 
\·lESLEY 1 S VIlil:l OF SCRIPTUlli-s 
In a study of theological transition in the. Het.hodist doctrine, 
Robert E. Chiles found that in studying the "fundamental doctrines,rr 1 
there vJere three Hhich otood out c:s most importaJlt. 'rbe ones he 
selected for study vlere, 11 reve1ation, sin, and grace. . • • 112 The 
selection served to illmrtra:te the importance of the concept of rev-
elation to the structure and content of 1-Iesley's thought. Chiles 
said: 
In the doctrine of revelation, broadly conce:iv::;d, the fou:1dation 
is laid a.nd d:i:ce-::tion set--:rc;:r--the eh1'ooration of systematic 
theology. Theology's point of depa.rture, the sources it uses, 
and the ultimate authority it respects are c:r:i.tical for the 
development of various doctrines and for the state:ncni:. of a 
systeM as a '::hole. 1'hus to ignore this area oould be; to pass up 
one of the 1nost sensitive guides to shifting theological currents.3 
Certainly the study of \-Jesley 1 s vie;r of Scripture \·las nz'"cessary to 
determine the-concept that Hesley held on the authority of the Scripture. 
I. H.E:SL EY 1 S VTE;d OF REVELATION 
of revelation; both general rcvelaU.on and special re·..reJnt:ion. In 
lRobert E. Chiles, ThEologicnl rl':can:::lition In Ar:,erican 
!Z.~0-:19)5 (NeH York: ~~-bing-Cion-Pres·s~ I9S;T;--p-:--2B: ---·----
2I' .d Dl • 
3Ibid. 
l·'lethod i3m: 
tvriting on the validity of reason in relation to religion, ho,,rever, he 
expressed his evnluation of general revelation for knowing God vrhen 
he Hrote: 
21. ltTnat a miserable drudgery is the service of God, unless 
I love the God 1-1hom I serve! But I cannot love one whom I knm·l 
. not. Ho·t~ then can I love God till I knoH him? And hoH is it 
possible I should knoH God, unless he make himself kno\-m to me? 
By analogy or proportion? Very good. But l·ihere is that 
proportion to be found? ltlhat proporU_on does a creature bear to I 
its Crec.tor? 1'11vd:, is the proportion betHeen finite and infinite?.! 
there, ho':Jever, for he did believe in the value of general revelat1on 
as ·indicated by his statement: 11 I grant, the existence of the creatures 
demonstratively shoHs the existence of their Creator. The Hhole 
creation speaks that there is a God. nS ldesley also made 2 ~ta t.ement 
reaffirming the reality of general revelation in his Sermon 11 0n Horking 
Out Our 01-m Salvation.u He said: "Some great truths, as the being 
and attributes of God, and the difference_ bet:-;een moral good and evil, 
Here kno1-m, in some measure, to the he2.then v;orld. The traces of 
them are to be found in all nations . 116 General revelation, according 
to Wesley was evidenced in the presence of conscience among men. To 
Wesley, this moral sense of duty was a strong appeal to the reality of 
general revslation. He described it. as 11 ••• a faculty or pm·rer, 
LJohn Wesley, The Works of John Wesley, ed. Thomas Jackson 
(third edition; Kansas City-!-Nazarene ~3uFEshing House, 1958), VIII, 
p. 197. . 
5I. 'd Ol , 
6r· 'd -~·, VI, p. 506. 
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implanted by God in every soul that comes into the t-Jorld, of perceiving 
what is right or 1vrong in his heart or life, in his tempers, thoughts, 
7 Hords, and actions • 11 Also he Hrote describing this conscience as: 
"The true Light, t:ho lighteth every man that cometh into the Horld •. 
• 
11 t-lhich is 11 • • • vulgarly termed natural conscience, pointing out at 
least the gene:cal lines of good and evil. 118 Thus, idesley affirmed tho 
reality and value of general revelation, but only for the broadest 
concepts of the kno·c1ledge of God and His purpose for the created. 
obtained by the vague revelation through nature vras not enough for 
Wesley in his quest to know the way to heaven. 11 God himself has 
condescended to ts<-::.ch the Hay; for this very end He ca!ne from heaven. 
He hath Hritten it dOim in a book. 0 give rne th.:;t book! 119 The higher 
knowledge of God in the form of acquaintance with him t·Jas reserved for 
the revelation in nthat book," i·ihich disclosed the life and Person of 
His Son. 
He had, by nature, no knoHledge of God, no acquaint=:: nee Hith 
Him. It is true, as soon as we came to the use of reason, we 
learnc;cl 'the imrisible things of God, even His eternal po;·icr and 
Godhe2d, from the th:ings that are r,:ade. 1 From the things that 
are seen we inferred the existence of an eternal, powerful Being, 
that is not s·3en. But still, althoc.:gh ·.·:e ac:-cnoHledge His being, w3 
had no acquaintance with Him. As we know there is an Emperor of 
7 John Hesley, Explanatory Not2s u0on the 
Uec R. Allenso:-1 Inc. ;-l9.5oT;P-:- 303-.-
8EdHe.rd H. S1Pclen (ed.), 1:Jssley's 
rhe Epvwrth Press J l9Sl), II, p. -21~-;---
9rbid., I, pp. 31-32. 
(Naperville: 
Ser~ons (London: 
China, Hhom yet Ne do not knoH; so He kneH there Has a Kin~ of all 
the earth, yet He \meN Him not. Indeed He could not by any of our 
natural faculties. By none of these could He attain the kno;.1ledge 
of God, He could no more perceive Him by our natural understanding, 
than He could sec Him Hith our eyes. For 1 no one kno!:Jeth the Father 
but the Son, and he to Hhom the Son Hilleth to reveal Him. And 
no one knoHeth the Son but the Father, and he to whom the F'ather 
revealeth Hiw, 110 
The only source of a personal kno:·iledge of God, according to vlesley, 
must be the Son of God, Jesus Christ for in him the limited revelation 
through nature Has completed by 11 . tbe one entire and perfeet 
11 
revel<rU.on t,;rhicb. He h2.s made to us by Jesus Christ. 11 From those 
statements, it f'ollm-;ed that \-lesley did believe in the necessit;y of 
a special revelation of God by God Himself so that man might have the 
11 acquc:dntance n Hhich lrlesley felt Has of such importance. 
The nature of soecial revelation. H. Orton Hiley believed 
-- ~-.... ~.-~ .. --·- -.::~------ ·-... -~-,-~---
special revel?<tion to be 11 • • • the redemptive purpose of God manifested 
in Christ Jesus, as over against the more general revelation of His 
pOI·Jer as manifested in His creative Horks. n12 In defining the "Gospel rr 
Wesley was in essential agreement with the definition presented by 
\viley: "The ~~ospe~ (that is good tidings, good neHs for guilty 
helpless sinners), in the largest sense of the 1-10rd, rr.eans, the i·lhole 
revelation made to D~n by Jesus Christ; Here was Wesley's 
10sugden, loc. cit. 
p. 810. 
12H. Orton Hiley, Q.hri.stian ~heolo_;rt (Kansas City: Beacon Hill 
Press, 1957), I, p. 13). 
l3se !..~<?..12:~, I, p. 15 9. 
emphasis on the nature of revelation, H i·ias the revelation of God 
through Christ to niwlpless sinners" t-~ho need to accept 11 ••• t--Jhat 
our Lord did and £;ufi'ered \·Jhile He tabern::wled among men. nl4 The 
primary p\.lrpose of revelation for Hesley 1-:as th::; redemptive purpose. 
naod H:i.mself has condescended to teach the t~ay; for this very end He 
15 
came from heaven. He hath Hritten it dm-m in a book.n 1desley' s 
purpose t·m:::: to knm·J "the Hay to heaven, 11 God provj_cled the source of 
knoYJledge for man 1 s redemption in Christ, and tba t knov1leclge Has 
preserved and recorded so that all c:Oi..11d kno;·J the r1vmy to heaven. n 
The Bf~_!~ ~-~- ~~v-~~:2!-io~:, F'or 1-.!esley, the Bible t,:au, as expressed 
above, the p:cophetic vlork of Christ through the Holy Spirit . 16 This 
revelation Has expressed imrardly by the Spirit. Hesley commented on 
His Spirit. 1117 But the imrard expression Has also formed in the 
objective Scripture which also revealed the Person and work of Christ. 
That this \<las Hesley' s vieH 1-1as seen in his colnment: 
Concerning the Scriptures in general, it may be observed, 
the Hord of the living God, 1-Jhich directed the first p2.triarch8 
also, H:?,s, in the time of [:Ioses, co:nrnitted to l:Jriting. To th:!.f; 
\-Jere added, in several succeeding genel·ations' the inspi;·ed 
t--Jritings of the other prophets. After\-Jard, Hh.e.t the Son of God 
preached, and the Holy Ghost spa.ke by th8 <Jpostles, the apostles 
and evangelists '"I rote. --This is ;-;hat \,;e nm1 stvle the Holv Sc:citJt\:::'e: 
this is that tw!'d of God Fhich remaineth for e~·er: of-viEicE~----·-
though heaven-and e"irthp~lSS -.2t:ay,--O'i18~JOtor_fl_{t,le shaJ.J_ no\:. 
p?.ss <J.i12Y-:-The Scr-iptur·e thercl"'ore-of the 01d--:i::r1CJ.--:0Jew- Te·s-tar;;:-ent., 
-·- --... ·--- --- --· ___ , ·-·--·--·---
14rbi.d. l5Ib"d 31 ~ 0 
- l_., pp. .-.)c._. 
. l5John Deschn2r ~ Hesley r s 9:?.£L::~~~~;:;::y_ (DaUas: Southern Nethcd2.st 
rniversity Press, 1960), p~-·90~---
is a most solid and precious system of divine t.l'Uth .18 . 
Therefore, 11 ••• 'God is made unto us Hisdom; 1 ;vho, by His Hord and 
His Spirit, is with us always, 19 'guiding us into all truth;'. 
Revelation 1 s content, according to Hesley, tms Jesus Christ and the 
gospel of \·Jhich m2.n has kno~Jledge ". . • by His \·Jord and His Spirit, 
n20 
II. vJESLE:Y 1 S VI1\'l OF INSPIHATIOi'T 
Weslev's belief in inspiration. The logic of Wesley's thinking 
--w·~~..-.-.c.;___,~,_,. --~-- - --·-----·' __ ...._ 
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on the Inspiration of the Scriptures was clearly defined in his passage 
from "A Clear and Concise Demonstration of the Divine Inspiration of 
the Holy Scriptures. 1121 In tt he affj_rmed the evidences for the 
belief that the Bj_ble ,.las from God, 22 the source of the prophetic 
. 23 
writings of Scrlpture, and the moral character of the writers: 2L 
There are four grand and pO\·rerful c:.rguments Hhich strongly 
iriduce us tc believe that the Bible must be from God, viz., 
miracles, prophecies, the goodness of the doctrinG, and the moral 
character of the penmen. All the miracles flo• . .J fron1. divine p01-1er; 
an the prophectes' from divine understanding; the goodness of 
the doctrine, from divine goodness; and the moral chal"aGter of 
the penmen, from divine holiness. 
18£!~!:~~' 11 Preface, n pp. 8-9. 
1 9sermo~~' II, p. 76. 
20Ibid. 
22Ibid. 
23Ibid. 2L!·r· ; ct b_ • 
Thus Christianity is built upon four grand pillars, viz., 
the pOI·Jer, unc\erst2nding, goodness, and holiness of God. Divine 
pO\·Je:c is the scmrce of all the miracles; divine underst2.nding, 
of all the prophecies; divine goodness, of the goodness of the 
doctrine;. and divine holiness, of the moral character of the 
penrnen. 25 
In his viow of the Bible as inspired revelation, Wesley was in line 
with the classic view of Augustine and the Reformers, but opposed to 
the rationalists of his day. 26 The doctrine of the inspiration of 
Scripture 'tiCJ.s not the doctrine of the Deists Hho did not believe 
the Scriptu.res h . ' . . d . 27 as av1ng oeen lnsplre 1n any way. 
Further deVI:!loping the argument, l:Jesley Hrote: 
I beg leave to propose a short, clear, and strong argument 
to prove the divine inspiration of the holy Scrip'Lures. 
Tbe Bible must be the invention either of good men or <mgels, 
bad men or devils, or of God. 
l. It c oulcl not be the invention of good men or angels; 
for they nsither I·JOuld nor could make a book, and tell li8s all 
the time they Here Hriting it, saying 'Thus sc:d th the Lord, 1 
Hhen it t:Jas their. mm invention. 
2. It .could not be the invention of bad men or devHs; 
for they r.wuld not make a bool: ;.1h i.ch commands all duty, forbids 
alJ sin, and condemns their souls to hell to all eternity. 
3. Therefore, I draw this conclusion, that the Bible must 
be given by divine inspiration. 2 ~ 
2Saeorge Turner, "John \'lesley As Interpreter of Scripture," 
Insoiration and Interoretation, ed. John F. Walvoord (Grand Rapids: 
dm.·B~ Eerclnaris ?ubiisl1lrl'g-Comp2ny, 19)7), p. 150. 
27rbid. 
22-~or~s, lee. cit .. 
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Hithout being concerned for the logic of the statement, the observation 
\vas madG that He[·; ley's final conclusion affirmed the Bible Has divinely 
inspired. 
Heslev' s th:~ of inspiration. 
-·--"-- ---··---'~ --- --------·--··--
The concept of the relation 
of the divine and human elements in the inspiratjon of Scripture was 
of importance to the f;tudy, although the theory of the authority of 
the Scripture has rested heavily on this area of thought. Wiley 
wrote that Christ:i.anity n ••• is based upon the fact of inspiration, 
and is not dependent upon any particular theory as to the origin of 
its sacred Hritings, u29 It seemed, h0i·1ever, that there \•!as a vieakness 
exhibited in the 11 Intuition and Illumination Theor·ies, n30 tlhich could 
have extended its influence to affect the d6ctrine of Biblical 
authority. 
Wiley classified the theories of inspiration a ,. u. (l) The 
mechanical or dictation theory ~;hich emphasized the supranaturalistic 
element; (2) the intuition and illumination theories Hhich emphasized 
human element; and (3) the dynamical or mediating theory.31 
nade men the 11 imnediate instrurwnts of all those revelations, so 
;vangel5.cal faHh must be partly founded on hun:an testimony. u32 This 
29<.-liley, 
31 Ibid. 
op. I, D. 173. 
32John \'lesley A Comoend5_um of i~C!tural ?hi.~osoDL:y, quoted in 
' - --·----~ -- ----- -------· 
. Compend of Wesley's ThEolo2y, ed. Rotert~. B~rt~er and Robert E. 
:hneS(f{ewYork::Abingdon._Fress, J.95LJ > p. 23. 
L9 
Has an admission of the human elemsnt and 2 con0tructive statement on 
the direct activity of God in the recordinB; of the Scriptural writings. 
The character of the 1-1riters vias not ref'J.octBd upon in lt!esley' s 
Hritings. He m2.de the general comment that 11 • , • if t-Je consider ther: 
abstracted fro:n their Divine authority, they must bG allowed to be of 
equal credibili·Ly, at le;;i_St, Hith an other ancient 1,1ritings.n33 Then 
he went on to say that even if they \·Iere Hrit.ing on the basis of mere 
human account placed upon some reasonable assumptions, their credibility 
'!-Wold be at lea~d; as certain as th?J:, of any other ~-1riter of the tin:e.Jh 
Beyond this, ho\·:ever, Hesley propos8d that God made those men the 
"immediate instrurnentsn of all of his 
~c::' 
revelation ..... :J As immediate 
instruments then, the \·Jritingfi in Scripture >·Jould be closely :r'elated 
to the exact concepts of thE" Holy Spirit as He intended them. 
The d0gree to Hhich the >1riters re fleeted the guida nee of the 
Holy Sr)irit into the truths of Scriptur·e H2.S to 1des1ey very significact, 
He stated that: 
\ve kno:-1 that 'all Scripture, given by ins~:d.r?,tio:-1 o: God, is 
profitc.ble, 1 either 'for doctrine, 1 or 'for :ce~~oo£' 1 ; either 
1 for correction or for instrnct:Lon j.n righteo'Js::ess'; and that 
'the mari of God, 1 in the process of the ~·JoT:, o:~ God in his soul, 
has need of ever·;;· part thereof, th2,t he Ds;Y at }.er:::sth 1oe perfect, 
throughly furnished unto all good l'iOI'KS. 1 ):J 
Wesley felt that the Scripture uas expericntial2.;y '-"'?:!7 bec:eficial in 
33rbid. 
3L!roid. 
35~bid., p. 24. 
35ser:nons, loc. cit. 
so 
lfevery part. 11 He did not, hoHever, hold to a mechanical vieH of 
inspiration though the folloHing statement t-JOuld seem to have approached 
that vim·<: 
The language of His messengers, also, is exact in the highest 
degree: for the \'iords Hhich v1ere given them 2.ccurately ansNered 
the impression made upon their minds; and hence Luther says, 
'Divinity is nothing but a grarnnar of the language of the Holy 
Ghost. r3 7 
On first glance, the above statement seemed to approach the dictation 
concept, but the t-JOrd 11 exactn vJas counterbalanced by the idea that 
an 11 impressiontt Has given to them and r11ade 11 on their mindsll to a 
great degree of accuracy, but still within the scope of the finite 
mind of the inspired Hriter. 
In speaking about the debate emong the epostles in Acts 15:7 
the comment vlesley made in the Notes indicated that the e>.ctive impir-
ation of the Holy Spirit took different forms rather th<n1 being 
statically determined. He said, 11 For hoH really soever they Here 
inspired, we need not suppose their inspiration was always ao instan-
taneous and express as to supersede any deliber2.t"I on j n t.b.eir m·m 
minds, or any consultation Hith each other.u 38 
expressed concerning the inspiration of Scripture, as developed above, 
brought still another unansHered preble~: did ~ealsy co~sider the 
entire body of Scripture to be factual, or did he ;•:i:c,:~t -:.c er.ror and 
unreliability in son:e part of the sacred i·:r:!.tin;~;? 
Sl 
It folloHed f':com the former evidence that the Bible, ace ording 
to \vesley's vieH, \vas in some Hay Divine. There Has an element in the 
letters and accountf: of those \'Jritings that included God inspired 
testimony to the wen chosen to record the intended impressions. Wesley 
was strong in his statement on th8 reliability of the Scripture. The 
"man of one book 11 sa:Ld, "O give me that book! At any pl"ice, give me 
the book of God! I have it: here is lmoHledge enough for me .u39 That 
statement shoHed his confidence in the reliability of the Scriptures 
but the follovling Has of greatest importance in understanding Hesley' s 
belief in the exter:_! of that reliability. 11 Every part thereof is 
worthy of God; and all together are one entire body, Hherein is no 
defect, no excesa. "itO There could be no mistake as to the intent 
of those vJO::cds. Hesley Has affirreling the utter dependence and faith 
vlhich he placed upon the entire Scripture. In his Jour~r:t~ he said, 
"Nay, if there be any mistakes in the Bible there may as ~>:ell be a 
thousand. If there be one falsehood in that book it did not co:ne from 
the God of truth.'~wl 
In another instance, Hesley took exception to those Hho 'iiOuld 
take upon themselves the task of "mending 11 the Scriotures ;-;here they 
are supposed to be errant or fallible: 
It would be excusable if these menders of t~e Bible would offer 
their hypotheses modestly. But one carmot excuse the:n ;.;hen they 
39sernons, rtPreface," I, o. 5. 
LONotes, p. 9 
Ul1,vorks, VI, p. 117. 
not only obtrude their novel scheme tdth the utmost confidence, 
but even ridj_cule that scriptural one l·lhich ahrays 1-Jas, and is 
no\'1, held by men of the greatest learning and piety in the vwrld. 
Hereby they promote the (::ause of infidelity more effectually than 
either Hume or Voltaire. 1..! 2 
Such tvas hj_s statement intended to support his belief that: "The 
Scripture, therefore, of the Old and Nel·l Testament is a most solid and 
precious system of divine truth. Every part thereof is worthy of 
God; and all toge·t.her are one entire body, Hherein is no defect, no 
excess. uLt3 
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Together Hith the evidence cited on \{esley' s idea of revelation, 
and the evidence of \·lesley's use of the Scripture, it >oJas apparent that 
Wesley held a high viet-J of Scripture, both as to the reliability of 
its inspired trut!l.s and the extent "'Jh:Lch \·lesley considered the Bible 
to be utterly reliable. 
Lt2John \,lesley, Journal, V, p. 523, quoted in ~iilliam H. Arnett, 
11 John Heslcy---:t,fan of One--Book 11 (unpublished Dc::tor of Philosophy thesis, 
Jrew Theological Seminary of Drew University, 195L), p. 57. 
L~J~otes, loc. cit. 
CHAPTBR V 
HESLLY 1S COHCEPT OF' BIBLICAL AUTHORITY 
I. INTRODUC'J'ION 
present the vie1·1 Hhich \<lesley held concerning the role of the Bible as 
authori.ty in rels.tion to the role; >-Jhich reason, tradition and experier,c:e 
assumed in Healey's thought. ~'o HeDley, 11 ••• the Scriptures are the 
touchstons >;-;hereby Christians examine all, real or suppo:wd, revel2tio1s. 
In all cases they appeal 1 to the lau a.nd to the testimony, 1 and try 
every spi:rit thereby • 111 The evidence for \~esley' s vieil of the Scriptu2'e 
as the inspired Word of God has been presented. A profitable summa~y 
of that evidence Has seen in 1{es1ey 1 s comment on I Corinthians 7:2): 
I have no commandi~ent from the I)ord-.. By a particular revelation. 
Nor-,l'l~lS -It -necessary~he-'sh'ou-id; fOr the apostJ.e.s \·;rote nothing 
vrhich Has not divinely inspired: but I·Jith this difference--
sometimes they had a particulc:.r revelation, ;,nd a special 
co,rrnnandment; at other times they •r~rote from t..he divine light t·ihich 
abode ¥lith them, the standing trea~mre of the S:.:;irit of God. And 
this, also, Has not their private opinion, 'ct::. 2 divine rule of 
fc:.ith e.nd practi.ce,2 
Thus, it Has indicated that there >·Jas more to th12 :a:.blic:o.l idea th?.n 
that the Bible H2S truth from God. As truth, '.·.'esl ey ::e2.:Loved th2.t 
this body of revelation ~·las 11 di·v··ine rule of f.?.:_th and p~cctice, n3 
11;lilliam :i{. Arnett, HJohn Hssley--·!<::cn of C':-.r:::: :.~Jo',:'' ( u::::m":-,1 is;:ed 
Doctor of Philosophy thesis~ D!'eH TheoJ.c~;ic::.l Si:::".i;-c-::·:: of Dr(:::; Urd.Ve!·s5.ty, 
1954) , p. 6L. 
2John i'Jesley, Explan2tory Notes two:> tl':c ·:c·,· '>:;':,.=,~ e:-.t~ 
(Naperville: Alec R. -A.Tiens.on-·InC:-orpor~' . - .i. _ :.: 
5L 
The particular que.stion, as stated above, ~,1as Hhether \vesley believed 
that the Scriptures >-Jere merely ~ divine rule of faith and practice, 
or in son:e sense; the divine rule of faith and practice. The emphasis 
on Scripture, reason and experience as d8terminative in religion tvas 
evident througho\.l.t the 11ritings of Hesley. To dec ide Hhat the ultimate 
authority among those three categories vias for Hesley 1-1as not a matter 
of course. The comments '\'leo ley made on the subject t·!ere scattered 
throughov,t his Hritings in no organized ma.nn,?.r. \rJhen taken separately, 
some of tho staterr:ents that applied seemed contradictory. It ~1as the 
purpose of this chapter to organize and relate that material in light 
of the general que.stion. 
important to understand his vie"1 of tho Euthority of the Bible. 'l'hia 
has not been a historical survey, nor has that been the intention of 
the present chapter, but a feH brief remc:.rks have been made because of 
their direct relationship to the subject. Hemry reliance has been 
placed upon certain scholars who, it was judged, were qualified to 
carry the genE:ralizations assumed here. 
A characteristic of the eighteenth century 11as its lack of 
L' Bible critics.' Sangster noted that the public2..tion in 1753 by Jean 
Lw. ~. Sangster, The Path to Perfection (New York: Abingdon-
:ckesbu~y Press, l9LJ), p:--3).-- -------
starting point for the modern critical study of the Bible.5 Also, 
S-3.ngster pointed out. that there has been no evidence that ~>lesley 
kneH of the publication of Astruc 1 s Hork. 6 
Rationalism versus Pie·tism. Another phase of the eighteenth 
century situation 'das the pol2.rization of the rationalists and the 
pietists. 7 HcGiffert said: 
The authod:ty of the Bible vras made more of by them than for 
a long time before. In opposition to the current recognition 
of the sufficiency of human reason, they delight.ed to belittle 
it, and to denounce its chlims as presumptuous and irreligious. 
But they aplxoaled in opposition to it, not to the spirit in the 
hearts of 2,11 believ~rs, as the Q11akers did, but to the v7ritten 
and infallible vrord. 0 
And yet the authorUy of the Bible vras not the chief eoncern of the 
Hethodist movement. George Turner said, 11 The problem in He8ley 1 s 
clay ;.ms not authority but indifference in the Church. Thus vle~:;ley 
VIas less bold tl1an tuthe.r in deterrnining tl1e rela.tive value of 
9 diffe:cent books of the Bible •••. 11 'I'o lvesley the books of the 
55 
. 10 
Bible were all equally inspired and reliable.- Thus, Wesley's view of 
7A. C. HcGiffert, Protsstant 'l'hought Before Kant (NeH York: 
Charles Scribner 1 s Sons, 1915};-p:-172-.----- ----
8Ibid. 
9Qeorge Turner, !!John \·Jesley As Interpreter of Scripture, 11 
Inspiration and Inte~8retation, ed. John F. Walvoord (Grand Rapids: 
'tlm. B. Eerd:".ans Puc;J.ishing c·orr.pany, 1957), p. 161. 
10Ibid. 
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the authority of the Scripture lay somet-Jhere bet1.·1een the cool, reason·· 
able "faith" of the rationalists and the subjectivistic Quakers. 
More generally, there ~ias a trend from the overthroi·1 of 
Aristotelianisrn by Francis Bacon, to the abandonment of faith as 
a guide to the truth by Herbert of Cherbury, to the advocacy of 
materialism by Hobbes, on to the modified supernaturalism of Tillotson 
and Locke, the deism promoted. by 'I'indal, and finally, the skeptic :ism 
of Hume •11 The understanding of \<lesley necessit2.ted the study of at 
least the tHo aspects of his contemporaries, its precd.tj_cal atrnm;phere 
and its logical shift from rationalism to skepticism. The natural 
consequence for the neHly "convert.edfl Hesleyis Has that they chose to 
battle the opposing forces of their age on different grounds than some, 
more traditional apologists, such as Clarke, Butler, and Wartburton. 12 
Instead of using rational defense of the Gospel, the \·Jesleyans conquered 
b tl 1 ' • • Ch . t. l) R h y 1e empr12SJ.s on recelvlng rls lan gra.ce. ..eascn, .. o;-:ever, 
played an important role in the fo!'m.ation of the theology of John 
Wesley. The following section Has devoted to under3tanding its role 
in the process of that formation. 
II. THE ROLE OF' RE:ASmi 
~lesley did not depreciate the logical po: .. ;e:r of the hu~·,~n :-1ind :::.s an 
------~-----
llEldon R. Fuhrm::;,n, trThe Concept of Grace ::.:: t!;e T!:eoJogy of 
John Hesleyrr (unpublished Doctor of Philosophy hes is. Th•:: State 
Jniversity of Im<a Departrr.ent of Religion, 1963 , :.). :. 
12Ioid., p. 9. 13rbid. 
apprebender of truth. 'i'o him, reason -v:aa neither overvalued nor 
undervalued, 11-t ·'-'lesley himself said: 
Let reason do aU that reason can: Eml)loy it as far as it 1-:ill 
go. But, at the setFl8 time, ackno;.Jledge it hi utterly incapable ot 
giving e:U.llc:t' fai:Lh 5 or hope, Ol' love; and, ·consequently, of 
producing either re?.l virtLJ.e :• or substant:i .. ('\1 happiness. Expect. 
these from a h:[gher source, even from the Father of the spirits 
of all flesh. Seek and receive them, not as your own acquisition; 
but as the gift of God, . • . He alone can 'shed bis love abroad 
in yot.J.r he2rt by the Holy Ghost given unto you. 1 l5 
Hesley 1-Jas concerned that Scripture and reason should go together. He 
t·Jas of those H, •• desiring a rel:i_g:Lon founded on reason, and every 
v:ay agreeable thereto. 1116 He also said, 11 Surely, it is hj_gh time noH 
-'? ), 
that yJe should be guick~d, not by custow, but by Scripture and reaso:1. 11 l7 
In his sermon on HThe Nature of Enthusiasn:, 11 he related "the plain 
lR 
scripttn:al ration2l mw11~of finding out the >JiU of God in specific 
instances. One of the criticis>:J Hc~sley made of Iuther 1 s Conm:entary 
on Galatians is the fact that the Reformer \·:rote in a manner t·!hich 
Hesley felt detracted from reason. 
How do2s he (almost in the words of Tauler) de~ry reason, right 
or wrong, a~ an irreconcilable ene~y to the gcscel of Christ! 
vlhereas, i·ihat is reason (the facu2ty so c2.lled) 'cut the po:der of 
a noreloendl'nc· J''·\-'"'J.t"~ ~nd d·~sroo·u~·c:in.~? l.l·n~ch no·•cJ>' l<l no ....,or·c +c. LJ, · ,, .1-:,, ~ d;s . 16 , e1 • . ..... ,_, ...... "o . " • -'· , . :- " .. - -" . '''r. 0 v b~ C0fJd8mDJPd l"n thc O~QqS th~11 S 0 8~ra he~r~ra Qr Peo~inc l~ v ~ -·' ~ .. '- o-- '-'' ~ ............. '~' - 1;,::.' - ~.. .. _-.. ",:::J' ................ __ ~-o• 
JLA tt -~ ~s 
· rne · ., op. cl_::., p. _, . 
p. 360, 
16_I~:id_., VIII, p. 11--12. 
18Edilard Sugden (ed.), Healey's 
EDPorHl ')r·es" 1 o51' TI p 9b·-----· 
.. ~ -..h J. ~ u' ""-/ .... ) ' - ' . . 
(Lo:-,don: The 
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lvesley closely identified reason 1,rith the Nethodist movement Hhen 
he said: "It is a fundamental principle rJitb us (the Hethodists) 
that to renounce reo.son is to renounce religion, that religion 
and reason go hand in hand, and that all irrational religion is 
false religion. 1120 
Limitations of reason. It could appear that lvesley vmuld have 
agreed to the val:idity of a "natural theology" judging by some of the 
statements made abcr..re, but iiesley made a distinction bet11een Scripture 
and reaf]on as sources of knO\·Jledge. Colin I·J. Hilliamcl stated that 
Wesley rrl2cde no use of arguments for the existence of God and dre\'1 his 
ethics entirely from revelation. Uillian;s explained that 1desley 
believed that in the matter of man's relation to God} reason has no 
pre-established principles 1-1hich 1·:o·c1ld enable it to develop a "natural 
theology ." 21 The extreme nature of Hesley'·s concept of the gap 
bett·reen reason and the ncteep things of God, 11 Has exhibited here: 
Your reasoning justly, not only on this, but on 2ny subject 
whatsoever, pre--supposes true judgrr:ents already formed, t·1hereon 
to ground your argumentation ...• And seeing our ideas are not 
innate, but must all originally co:-ne fro~a our senses, it is certainly 
necess2.:;:"y that you have senses c<:·pable of discerning objects of this 
kind: Not those only Hhich are called natural senses 1 •.:hich in this 
respect profit nothing, as being altogether incapable . . • but 
spirj_tua1 senses, exercised to diBce:cn spiritual good and evil. It 
is necessary that you have a new class of senses opened in your 
sou1, not depending on organs of flesh and blood. . • . 
20Letters, V, p. J6L, quoted :ln Colin H. Hillic:-.ms, ~?h~ Hcsl~:z's 
'heolo~y "'l'o-a·;.,--;-;:--(1,r-, .. Y~rk · ~b · ri n n "' l 9r..0) o ~a 
. ___ s;,,,_ __ __:::.,,z_ ,u-=c.n -'-' ' • " lngv.o, rresaJ - ..J ' ~. j • 
21\Villiams J ~P.. ::._it., o. 30. 
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The ideas of faith differ toto genere from those of external 
sensation •... ldhat a gulf :rs--il.ere-!-By <Jhat art NiH reason get 
over the inm:ense c:h2.iJm? This cannot be, till the Almighty come in 
to your S1Jccor, and give you that faith you have hitherto despised. 
Then upbo1·n3> a.s it rilere, on eagles' v7ings, you shall soar at·Jay 
into the regions of eternity; and your enlightened reason shall 
explore even 'the deepr};hings of God'; God himself 'revealing them 
to you by his Spirit. tL2 
\<lesley further illustrated his point vlith a hypothetical example. 
lt!ere tHo infants • . . to be brought up from the Homb ..vithout 
. being instructed in any religion, there is little room to doubt 
but (unles;:; the grace of God interposed) ..• they i·70uld have 
no religion at c:.ll: tbey I·Jould have no more knot-7ledge of God than 
the bsasts of the field, than the vd.ld ass's colt. Such is natural 
religion, abs~r3acted from traditional, and from the influences of God 1 s Spirit. 
The substance of 1desley 1 s vie...r of the role of reason Has that 
reason should be allm1ed to function to its natural limits. But, ;.;h:Lle 
using it, it must be recognized that 11 it is utterly incapable 
of giving either f2ith, or hope, or love; and, comcquent1y, of 
producing either real virtue, or substantial happiness. Expect these 
from a higher source, even from the Father of the spirits of all 
III. 'l'HE ROLE OF TRADITimJ 
A closely related category of authority \Jc:.s t!'c-:dition, it 
being the reason~ble thought of the ancient Christian thinkers. The 
22work~, VIIl, p. 13. 
23rb~9.·' II, pp. 216-17. 
24Ibid., VI, p. 360. 
follm·red by Hesley viere discussed in Chapter III. \·lesley added othe:r 
ideas to that of the ncheekj_ng principle, 11 In anst·lering a charge 
written against h~n, Wesley wrote in a letter: 
In your last pa.rc..graph you say, 'You set ·aside all authority, 
ancient and mcdcrn. 1 Sir, l·lho told you so? I never did; it never 
. entered my thoughts. l·lho it vms ge.ve you that rule I kno;·T not; 
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but my father gave it me thi.rt;y- years ago (I mean concerning 
reverence to the ancient church and our O\vn), and I have endeavored 
to v7alk by it to this day. But I try every doetr ine qy the Bible. 
This is the YJorcl by vlhich rle are judged in that day. 25 
It vras evident that Healey had for scme time regarded the tradition 
of the early church writers as authoritative to some degree. He even 
extended himself to say 11 I regard no <mthority but t11ose of the 
A t 1J• F th f th . . '. t Jh S · · 1126 n e·-} J.ccne 'a .ers; nor any o · _em J.n opposrclon o c. e crlpture. 
The limitations of tradition. Chrj_stian tradition, said Joh~1 
Wesley, though it 11 . • . stands, as it 'ilerc, a gre2t Hay off; and 
therefore, a1thougb it speaks loed and clear, yet makes a less lively 
impi'ession. n 27 T:raditional evidence \vas too far removed from the 
present to give the same impression that its actual idens might 
28 
Ha.r:cant. "Hhereas the im1ard evidence is irrtimatel;;r present to all 
persons at all ti1118S and in all pl2ces. It is nigh thee, j_n thy mouth, 
and in thy heart, if thou believest in the Lord Jesus Christ. n29 WesJ.ey 
25!:etters, III, p. 172, quoted in HUliams, op. ci.:t::_., p. 29. 
2t:\,I:Uli8rr,s, lee. cit,. 




promoted the position that the evidonce of Chr:Lst:i.an tradition Has 
valid, though not as Jr:efmingful or as imn:ovable in the face of criticism 
as the "internal evidence. u3° 
Indeed, Hesley felt that the attack made .upon Ch:cistian tradition 
by the Hriter-s of h:i.s time might have a beneficial effect upon the 
defenders of this evidence: u . particularly in this age 5 God 
suffers aU kird. o£' objections to be raised against the trad:i.tior!al 
evidence of Christianity, that men • • • may not rest the Hhole strength 
of their cause:; thereon, but seek a deepe:r and firmer support for it.n3l 
The role of tradition in comparison to the role of experience c.s cv:Ldencc 
Has not as great as the role of experience, t-;hich he said v1as 11 a deeper 
and firme:c support. n32 
Another lirnitation of the tre.d:Lt:i.on of Christian thought; 
virote \,_lesley, ~oms their l2.ck of 11 so large a portion of the blessed 
Spirit. u33 .HovJever, ~n the parae;raph in Hhich that qualification Has 
made, Hesley also c.ffirms the value of trCJ,dition. He held that, nNot 
only that _:t;he fathers . 'tiere not mista.ken in their interpretations vf 
. . -
the gospe1 of Christ; but that, in an the necessary parts of it, they 
were so assisted by the Holy Ghost, as to be scarce capable 
30-rbi.d. 
31 Ibid.' D. 3b. 
32Ibid. 
3J~orks, XDl, pp. 2iJ0-LJl. 
Jhn~id., p. 2I10. 
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Therefore, Wesley took a high view of the Christian tradition 
as evidence, but ranked it beloH experience because of its distance 
from the contempore.ry individual and be1oH the. Scriptures because 
the Church fathers uero not. inspired to the same degree as the Hriters 
of Scripture. Even with those limitations, houever, Wesley made a 
strong position for the force and \·.r:l tness of those Hritings: 
Indeed the manner in Hhich they Here ~>:ritten, the true primitive 
simplicj_ty Hhich appears in all the pD.rts of them, is no just 
objection to them, but rather a strong recommendation to all 
considering men. They knevJ the o:xcel1ency of their doctrine, 
and the importance of the revelations ~;hich it m2de of the future 
state; and therefore they contented themselves to decletre these 
things j_n a plain and simple manner; and yet Hith sucl)Scfficacy 
and power as surpassed all the rhetoric in the world.J-
ianity, the folloHing sections dealinr; t.Jith the Christian cx~)erience 
and the Christian revelation, Here of utmost imoortance for Hosley 
ranked them above Christian tradition. 
IV. 'l'HE ROI.E OF EXPERIENCE 
"It is a theology of experience. It rests, to be sure, on tHo 
pillars: Scripture and experj_ence. n 36 Those 1,1ords of Geor1;e Croft 
Cell, in The R.ediscovery of John r..resley, reflect the thinkirw of a 
-- -------~-----·- - --~'- -~-·----~~ .,) 
scholar Hhose v1ork has shc.,.;n consider2ble G olid research and thinkina. 
0 
Cell clairr~ed: 
3)Tb'd ~·, p. 
36.Jeorge Croft Cell, The RedLscovery of -John Hesley (tle\·l York: 
Henry Holt c.nd Company 
5 
1935), p :-72~----..... - .. ____ ----
It is safe to say that no other teacher of the Christian Church 
and preacher of the GocJpel ever laid upon experience so heavy 
a burden of responsibility for discerning and confirming the 
truth-values of the Chri~Jtian faith. In respect to the primacy 
accorded to religious experience, the extent to v7hich he made 
experiential thinking his principle of method and results of his 
researches into the meaning of God in Christian experience, it can 
truly be said that Hesley started theology ~7 the paths in t-Jhich 
today religio'\).S thought moves increasingly. 
Arnett added the thought that 11 Though ue cannot regard Hesley as 
pioneering exclusively in this area of the Christian faith, yet it 
can be admitted that no one more daringly brought the subjective 
factor to bear upon his interpretation of the Hord of God • 1138 
As Cell judged Hesley and his viet·i of experience he said, 
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11~es~eY. brou~~~~ ~~he_ !!hole ChE'l:~:ti<:_E~ 1-iOrld ~~~~ _!:~ ;religion ~~ ~xp~3-:.:~~!2ce; 
in reli~~~!!_, ~~P.~ie~c~ §lD~ ~1.-_i:!z ~om~ to ~t.r~~ ~~~ !_hi£1§_. 11 39 
The study Has concerned 'tJith understanding the role of experience 
in relation to Scripture, reason and tradition. The findings of others 
like Cell and Jtrnett vlere considered, but the emphasis of the study 
Has placed on finding Hes1ey 1 s pattern of thought relating the four 
elements of h:i.s system of authority. 
11Hhat led him to transfer his final trust fr'on: the <Jay of reason and 
that of tr2ditione.l 2uthority to experiential thinking 
37Ibid., pp. 72-73. 
'"'~8 ~Arnett, op. cit., p. 70. 
39ce11, op. cit., p. 73. 
40Ib', 
_la., p. 82. 
He 
discussed the question in h:ls che:lpter, 11 Religion As Experience, 11 ::J.nd 
concluded that he believed in the 11 •• conversion-experience as the 
Ch . j • • n!ll A t master-key to his mature doctrine of r:Ls c.um experJ.ence. .rne ·t 
agreed on this point,L2 saying that the tHo important factors in the 
developm3nt of Ht:Jsley' s interpretation of the Hord of God Here 11 ••• 
primarily, Wesley 1 s own religious experience, and secondly, his doctrine 
of assurance. 11 !13 Cell continued in the same vein: 
•.• it must suffice here to refer simply to the conversion-
experience 2s the master-key to his mature doctrine of Christian 
experience. The experiential confirmation in 1738 of the highest 
truth-value of the Gospel, formed and informed henceforth his 
theological method. His understanding and exposition of 'the 
Essentials of True Religion' moved increasingly in experiential 
paths. Every sermon he pre&ched hangs on the appee,J to experience. 
And several of his ablest discourses are devoted to a direct expo-
sition of' the basic tru;tt that j_n religion experience and reality 
come to the same thing. 4 -1 
The second factor in the emphasis of Hesley vias the concept of 
assurance. It Has the conversion experience at Aldersgate that 
prompted the importance of experience for him, but the positive 
assurance he believed in~5 also directed his thinking. In reference 
to this Arnett said: 
It ls here that the doctrine of assurance, •,;hich is emphasized 
in the VJesleyan Hessage becorr;es conspicuous. It ~r2.s ~·les1.ey 1 s 
contention tl12t the Spirit of God v1as vitaUy concerned in the 
~1 Ibic2_., p. 92. 
42Arnett, loc. cit. 
L3Ibict. 
4L1Cell, SC:.. cit:_., pp. 92-93 · 
il5sermo.E_~, I, pp. 199-218. 
religious life of every man, and that the Christian could be 
aware of the Holy Spirit's activities in his life. This was 
rather revolutionary in the eighteenth century uhen He remember 
that Deism t·raa the prevailing tone of the times, even to the 
point of invading Christian circles. It is no wonder then that 
the cry Hent up: 1'l'his is enthm:iasm! 1 Hhen claims Here made 
concerning the,conDciousness of the Holy Spirit's presence and 
m::1nl· fe"'L,,_.__.l C1t1 4b _ .. _ /u trc..., V-- c 
V.lesJ.cy 1 s O\m definition Has that the assurance of the Spirit 
is 11 •• an im-;rard impressj_on on the soul, vJhereby the Spirit of God 
directly Hitncsses to my spirit, that I am a chi1d of God; that Jesus 
Ch · ' ~ th ] d d · h · lln f 11 L? '1''he '·7 OI'k rls~ 11a· .ove _me, an glven 1rnse. · or me • • , _ 
in 1tlesley 1 s vie\•1 ~Jas of the Holy Spirit <JOrking in such a manner that 
there could be no doubt 1-1hen it \·Ias completed. 48 lrlesley also believed 
and taught the uitness of our ovm spirit: 
But I thus love, delj_ght 5 and rejoice in God; 
Therefore, I am a child of God:--
Then a Christian c<Hl in no uise doubt of his beir:g a child of 
God. Of the former proposition he has as full an essurance as 
he has that the Scriptures are of God; and of hj_s thus loving 
God, be has an evidence. Thus, the testimony of our om1 spirit 
is Hith the most intimate conviction manifested to our hearts, 
in such a manner, as be~rQncl all reasonable dou.bt to evir:ce the 
r~ality of our sonship.uY 
Colin 1dilliams 1·12.s correct in hi~; evaluation of the role of the 
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witness of the Holy Spirit j_n th8 Hesleyan concept of authority; he salo., 
"He is also at one l·iith Luther and Calvin in relating the authority of 
S · t · · b _._, l' · · i o'~ _,__, ·_".'_o,,· ~· ~pl· ?'l. +.,,50 crlp ure -so experu;nce y vne l7J.nc:; Hl ;ness i vne ~ -.' .__, ~ v 
LS Ar ~lot"- OD 1'-'vl<J _1_• 
50,-jj_Jliaills, op. cit., p. 37. 
This vie\,;' \·Jas supported by George Turner, Hho said that Hesley 
agreed vlith the Quakers that the Spirit of God is th:; real source of 
all divine truth, being prior to its recording in the Bible manu-
q 
scripts .:J But ~lesley took exception to Barclay's statement that 
these d:l.vine revelations are not to be subjected "to the outvw.rd 
testimony of the Scriptures or of the natural reason of man, as to a 
more noble or certain rule of touchstone • 11 52 Hesley held that the 
Scriptures are lithe touchstone \Jhereby Christians examine al1, real or 
supposed, revelations. 11 53 The facts su.pported both these men in their 
proper cone lusion that \lies ley did not rely cor,lpletely on the im;ard 
witness to learn or to judge DivinG truth. 
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concerning the role of experience? lfJiley, beUeved that Hesley' s faith 
in a theology of experience made it possibiEl for him to 11 ••• inject 
a vitality into the field of religion comparable to that i·lhich Schlier-
macher introduced into modern theologica 1 thought. "5Lt 
Some have thought that i·!esley' s theology looked to experience 
as its ultir.Jate authority. Henry Bett maintaines that experience \vas 
the final appeal for Hesley.55 He claimed that in this fact 1-1as 
expressed the logical conclusion of the Protestant Reformation.56 
SJ_Turner, ~2.· cit._. p. 158. 
52Rohert Barclay, quoted in Turner, loc. cit. 
5!.1Fuhrman~ op. £_it., p. 11. 
55-, "d 12 lOl , , p, , 56-·, "d J.OJ. A. 
53-· 'd lbl • 
Hesley did plaee great stress on personal experienee in the 
structure of authority. He ,.;as concerned for tr1e. Hethodists over the 
tendency to formalism Hhich he felt could result from having the form 
of religion Hithout the po1rer. His oHn Hords vJere: 
I am not afraid that the psople called Methodists should ever 
cease to exist, either in Europe or America. But I am afraid, 
lest they should only exist as a dead sect, having the form of 
religion Hithout the po;,Jer. And this undoubtedly lvill be the 
case, unless they hold fast both the doctgjne, spirit and 
discipline Hith ¥ihich they first set out. I 
PerhapfJ the fear of formalism in the Church, as certainly Has the case 
in the general group of Churches in England at that time, as J. A. 
Froude revealed: 
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The French Revolution had frightened all classes out of advanced 
vmys of thinking, and society in to,·m and country Has Tory in 
politics, and determined to allow no innovations upon the irilierited 
faith. It Has orthodox 1-.J:i.thout being theological. Doetrinal 
problems ~ere little thought of ..•• People went to church on 
Sunday to learn to be good, to hear the commandments repeated to 
them for the thousandth time, and t,c see them Hritten in gilt 
letters over the communion-table.SJ 
Such Has 11 formalism 0 in the eighteenth century; the problem Hhich 
Horriecl Hesley concerning the Hethodists. 
As reviewed previously, the conversion ex9erience of Wesley 
was, in all probability, determinative of his emphasis on experience. 
Indeed, in reference to that event, he m;?.cle a significa.nt statement 
57Luke Tyerman, The Life e>.nd Tir;-.es of the Rev. Jchn 1il'esley, H. A. 
(Net·r York: H2rper 2nd Brothers,-TEii2), III~- p. 519, qt:oted in Uiniarns, 
£E.· cit., p. 33. 
5BJ. A. Froucle, Short Studies on Gre2.t Subjects, 1885, rv, 
pp. 239 f., quoted in Alec R. hdler, -The Church in--an Ac:,e o:~ Revolution 
(Grand Rapids: ~'Jm. B. Eerdma.ns Publishi~6 Co:r.p2.ny, 1952~ p-~· J5 .----
concerning the argument. he used for rejecting Peter Bohler 1 s viet·1s 
on the fruits of t:cue fa.i th. 
When I met Peter Bohler again, he consented to put the dispute 
upon ths issue Hhich I desired, namely, Scripture and experience. 
I first consulted the Scripture. But Hhen I set aside the glosses 
of men, a.nd simply considered the 1wrds of God, comparing them 
. together, endc,avom·ing to illustrate the obscure by the plainer 
passages, I found they all made against me, and was forced to 
retreat to n;y last hold, 'that experience twuld never agree Hith 
the l:~tera:.:~. -~~t_SJ_£PY~_!:at_ion of thoc;e scriptures .59 
And so it i·Jas that Hesley i·Jas prepared to thro-v1 over the doctrines he 
discovered by the lack of experiential examples. It vias noted, 
hoi-lever, that the above event took plaee in 1738 and thus Has a 
product of his less mature years. Later, in 1772, he Has able to 
write: 
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In my tmy to Luton I read 11r. Hutcheson's Essay on tte Pass 1om. 
He is a beautiful Hriter, but his schema cannot stand tuiiessth_e_ 
Bible falls, I kno\·1 both from Scripture, reason, and experience 
that his picture of man is not dr<:nm from life. It is not true 
that no man is capa.ble of malice, or delight in giving pain; 
much less that every man is virtuous, and remains so as long as 
he lives; nor does the Scripture allo',! that anyraction is good 
h . h . ' 'th ' d- . t 1 G ' :::>U vJ lC lS aone Hl ou-c any esJ.gn ·o p· ease ·oa. · 
Here there H2,S ·a more balanced approach to a doctrin2l problem, Hhich 
better represented Vlesley 1 s mature thought and lifeti.rr.e position. Here 
Healey indicated. that he relied more heavily on Scr:i.pture as a cor-· 
roborating authority along Hith expericc>.ce and r.:::aso:~. 
did emphasize the value of experic nee and the i~l:JO:'tc::--:ce o: its ro::!.e 
6or- 'd ~., 
I, p. 102. 
III, pp. 485-66. 
in establishing trut'n, but he also recognized the limitations of 
experience in relation to Scripture. In Hriting of the v1it.ness of 
the Spirit Hesley said, "Every one, therefore, vJho denies the existence 
f 1 t t • l • f'f ' cJ • .t. • ~ • ' • b f • t' II 61 o sue 1 a ··,e::r .2rnony, c oes ln e .. ec"L .eny JUS l,J_J. J_c<:n:.lon y ~al iL The 
position Hesley hf;ld on this point Has firm. It Has not the purpo;:JO 
of the reclearch to f)stc.,b1ish Hesley's doctrine of the 'tiitness of the 
Spirit, but the confidence i:hich He~Jley had, as seen in the above 
quote, i·TC•-s a reflection of his confidence in the authority upon 1-1hich 
tl1at doctrine was based. In answering objections to the doctrine of 
the Hit ness of the Spirit he said: 
IV. But abundance of objections have been m2.de to this; the 
chief of \,Jhich it. may be >·rell to consider. 
I. It is objected, first, 'Experience is not sufficient to 
prove a doc:triwo ohich is not founded on Scripture. 1 This is 
undoubtedly true; and it js an :i.mport~nt truth: but it. doss 
not e.ff8ct the present question; for j_t h2.s been sho:-m, that this 
doctrine is founded on6~crioture; therefore experience is properly alleged to confirm it. 
Here \tJesley bas demonstrated his confidence in both the authority of 
experience and the authority of the Scripture. defined the relation-
ship behH:::en the tHo in the sentence, 11 1 Experience is not sufficisnt. to 
p:rove a doctrj_ne Hhich is not founded on Scripture. 1 Th_i_s is u:1doubtedly 
true; and it is an important truth: . 
Experience then, clearly must have been second to th.::; authority 
of Scripture. Another conclusion taken frc~ the passage above would 
61
sermons, II, p. 351. 
62Ibj_d. 63 Ibid. 
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have been erroneous. He said that experience Has of importance in its 
role of confirming the stated Scriptural doctrine of assurance, but 
at the same time presented the major qualification for experience, 
that it must conform to Scripture. There v1as, in his view, a very 
in the discu~;.sion, but Scripture t-~as the higher aut,hor:Lty for \vesley. 
In the above vein of thought, \'lesley rejected Baron St-redenborg's 
11dreams 11 and "reveries" since experience Has not, for \'lesley, an 
independent source of doctrine. After revieHing son:e of SHendenborg' s 
11 dreams 11 Hesley Hrot.e: "Having no;J t2ken a sufficient vie>·J of the 
Baron 1 s reveries, let us turn to the oracles of God. ll'fhat saith the 
Scripture? 1164 Then Hesley said: 
All h:I.s folly and nonsense t·Ye may excuse; but not his making 
God a liar; not his contradj.cting, in so open and fJagrant a manner, 
the vJhole oracles of God! True, his tales are often exceeding 
lively, and as ente:c'taining as the tales of the fairies; Dut I 
dare not give up my Bible for them; and I must give up one or the 
other. If the preceding extr2.cts are from God j then the Bible is 
only a fable: But if "all Scriptures are give by inspiration of 
God," 6~hen let these dreams sink into the pit from Hhence they came. :J 
Hesley 1-12.s not wi.lling to co'Tipromise the Scripture and its authority 
for the 11 experience" of anyone, even though they cl2.i:-:•ed inspiration. 
Similarly, Hesley criticized J.i2.dam Guyon for her r;-cysticc.J. 
inspirations of God: 
The grand source of all her 
guided by the >.Jritten •,,lord. 
miste.kes uc.s this, the not being 
She did not te.ke the Scripture for 
XIII, p. 408, quoted in Arnett, OD. cit., p. 79. 
the rule of her 2.ction; at most, it Has but the secondary rule. 
Immrd impressio:1s, Hhich she called inspirations, i·Iere her 
primary rule. The lrJritten Horcl Has not a lantern to her feet, 
a light in all her paths. No; she follwecl another light, the 
outHard light of her confessors, and the inHard light of her 
ovm spirit. 66 
In another instance he affirmed the relevance and value of the 
authoritative Scriptures in relation to the Holy Spirit: 
For though the Spirit is our principle leader, yet He is not our 
rule at all; the Scriptures are the rule \·!hereby He leads us 
into all truth. Therefore, only talk good English; ca1l the 
Spirit our 1 guide, 1 Hhieh signif:i.es an intelligent being, and 
the Scriptu:c'es our 1 rule, 1 \·:hich signifies something used by an 
intelligent being, and all is p1ain and clear.67 · 
It vras conclusive that. Hesle~y did have a high vie'(J of the role 
of experience as authority. It vias a1so conclusive that the nature of 
71 
that authority caused it to be subject to the rule of faith and practice, 
the Holy Scripture. 
V. THE ROLE OF SCRIPTURE 
Since riExperie·nce is sufficient to 9onfirm a doctrine Hhich is 
grounded on Scripture,n 68 the Scriptures were demonstrated as Wasley's 
source. That finding was the essential conclusion to the research. The 
purpose of the remainder of the chapter was to collect the evidence and 
argument .from the tot2l perspective of the research, <lith the inclusion 
of some illustrations and factors not previously cove:cecl. FolloHing 
66,,[ .... ~-~' XIV, p. 291. 
67 ~et!-_e:r~, II, p. 117, quoted in Arr:ett, 
6Ss ermons, loc. cit. 
oo. '+ c...:.._ \.1.' p. 81. 
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that, the final chapter has recorded tbe surr .. mary of findings and 
conclusions on tlw b2.sis of the study. 
his kno:-;ledge and u.se of the Bible, to the point Hhere he could correct 
a friend 'iiho had difficulty Hith an English text by quoting the origind 
69 Greek text. 
Heavl !:~~~ of ~cr.?:ptu~£. \vesley sc:dd, liTis not enough to have 
Bibles, but He must use ther:1, yea, use them daily. u?O In 1727, at 
the age of 24, Hesley Has spending sev·eral hours every day in examining 
th S . t . tl . . 1 1 71 e ... crJ_p ·ures ln 12 orlp.na . anguages .. 
tation ~ere evident and have been presented in Chapter III. Of apacial 
significance for Hesl?y's viel-1 of the authority of the Bible i-Jere the 
principles of induction, analogy of faith_, emphasis on the literal 
mea.nir,g, and the principle of contextual interpretation. These 
evidenced a strong reliance on the existing manuscripts and confidence 
in the general trustv10rthiness of the Bible. 
-----------··--·-
69George Croft Cell, urntroductio:J, 11 John 1:!e,sley 1 s l'Je:-1 Testc.ns:1t 
Philadelphia: The John C. Hinst.on Company, 1938);-p~-x.- ------
71Luke Tyerman, The Life and TiTes of the Rev. John ~esley, M. A. 
(NeH York: Harper and Brotflers,-PublisheTs-; f872T;-r,·-p.-s~---
H:i:§l~ :::Le~ ~£. ~C£~ptur.£. Hesley vie'IJed special revelation as a 
necessity, since men cannot knot.J the Creator unless he made himself 
knmm to man. 72 Hesley also vieHed the Scriptures as completely 
inspired by God., 73 Along vrith this, vra.s l.\fe;:;ley 1 s emphasis on the 
reliability of Scripture, which he considered to be inerrant and 
· f 11·· 1 'lL 1n.a 1.o.e. 
reason and strongly urged that it be a primary consideration in 
J • . 75 re .1g1on. Yet Hesley limited the role of reason because of the 
necessity of prior suppositions ~-:hich Hould determine the line of 
reasoning and because of the l:i.mitations of the rrhuman flesh. 1176 
Wesley placed confidence in 
the judgmcmt of tho early Church fathers, t;Jut limited their autho:r'ity 
in his o;.rn thinking because they lacked the same inspiration that hE! 
ascribed to the writers of Scripture.77 
life, he ~~as confronted Hith various attacks or diversions of his 
73r., -~~~~.' II, p. 76. 
7Lrb.;d 
_._!.:.__ ¥-' VI, p. 117. 
VIII, p. 13. 
_TI1;bi~., XIV, loc. cit. 
73 
Cne of those 
differences Has that of the Ca1vi~1 .:.s::.c: "'~-'~ 0 ;~ ~he doctrine 
reply to that doctrine: 
this i~ t~~ b~-~sphemy clearly cc:ct•:~:-.·~·.: ':; ~:·.~ ::c-:·:·i::-~e de52·ee 
of preCl8ST.-J.l12.L.lOD! ... But ':0'1 ::;~,·; ',"()'J ·r;' ... ::~··:·:c -~ 
Script.ure 1fola' 1 '1·1'n ::.t c·-i'1 J ~-o" ')':~ .. ;. · .... ·····'··.· --p'' "'·r·1at God • & I" . • i ........ ~1 - - 1 ·-.. l .. c: . -- '. ~ -# ,_, - .,_ ,__. • --.· • .i 
is Horse th2.n the devil? It ~an::ot. ::c:. ··,:::·,-:.c::,:· ~.;F,t- Scripture 
proves, it never can pro·1e ti:Lis; \<'1".'::.;;-.·c~· ; 'c:: ~ .. :•.:c ~>:::''.ni.r:g be, 
this cannot be its t!'ue n:e2.n:ir:;; .... :;o :jc.:·:;:~·,:~·c c<c:-, r:.Gan that 
God is not love, or that his :~.ercv j_s :'cL c·:;;::- "'L hi.'J \·:orks; 
that is, \·/ha~Elver it proves r;cs ::a~, no ss~·; o·.::··.:: c;::, p::·o-_re pre-
destination. · 
7b 
By this Wesley meant to say that the doctri~e did net correspond to the 
general tenor of the major teachi~gs o~ the Scr~ re. This was an 
illustration of the principle of the "Anc:w1oi':::T of ?r:.i.th'' in Dractice. 
original sources of \·lesley, the e-,ralu;;.tion o': otLe:· schoJ:::rs was of 
value. Though there \~ere various opinions ?.'J to t!"':e pJ;:-,ce of the 
Scriptures in Hes1ey 1 s pattern of e<.uthority there ~o:e:'e sc•:.:.• :-:ho, in 
general, concurred with the findings of the stcdy. 
George Turner emphasized the interact~on of Scripture, reason 
and experie nee, in 'Jesley 1 s thought. 
This vie~\~;oint merges Hith the doct~inr~ o~ the Eo~.:r Spirit. 
If the Bible is insoired, as Weslev believed, then te ~~s consistent 
in sunooning that the Soirit could~ suoo-::..e:-::ent t'c,o,t :rc•;e·.:.::<.tion by 
prese~i-day activity i~the lives of ~~n. If the Bible is not 
7S~bid., VII, p. 383. 
inspired, in the traditional sense, it still is the record of 
religious experience and has authority as such.79 
Speaking of the Evangelical belief in the eighteenth century, 
A. C. HcGiffert said.: 
It i·JOuld seem as if their emphasis upon the Spirit, revealing 
divine truth as t·iell as imparting moral poHer, I·Jcmld have led 
·the Evangelicals to give up all notion of an external authority 
in religion, but their dbtrust of man Has so great, and their 
hostility to the rationaliscn of the age so controlling that they 
took exactly the opposite course. The authority of th8e Bible \-1as made more of by them than for a long time before. 0 
Colin 1tlil1iams also expressed his vietv of Hesley' s authority: 
In summary, He may say that Hosley takes his stand v1ith the 
Classical Protestant vie~>~ of authority in exalting the Scriptures 
as the final authority in matters of faith and practice. He is 
also at one t·Jith Luther and Calvin in relating the authority of 
Scripture to experience by the liv:Lng Hitness of the Holy Sph·it, 
who brings the truth of the gospPi· to the heo.rt. of the believer 
through the record of Scripture. 6-· 
1dHliarn Arnett summa.rized his che>.pter dealing VJith 1tJesley 1 s 
vieH of the Scripture: 
\ve may conclude that HesJ.ey is not confronted •lith an 11 eith'3r -
or" respecting Scripture and experience. Rather it is a case of 
"both -· and. 11 It is not a matter of subjecting experience to the 
Bible entirely. Theoretically the Hritten 'dord is primary, but 
in practice· the tHo are not mutually exclusive. And, "'·Jhat God 
hath joined together, let not m2n put asunder. 11 82 
Summar~. The material of the chapter has expressed the various 
facets of Hesley's thought on the authority problem in relation to 
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79George Alle:-1 Turner, The Vision Hhich Transforms 
Beacon Hill Pres:;, l96L), p. 311. ---- --- ------- City: 
80A. C. HcGiffert, Protesta.nt Thought Before Ke>.nt (NeH York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1915), p, 172. -----
81Hilliams, or:. cit., p. 37. 82 Arnett, o~. cit., p. ·SS. 
reason, tradition, experience and Scripture. All of these elements 
\vere combined as \~esley made the decisions of doctrine for faith and 
practice that became such an important part of the development of the 
Methodist Church and the Hesleyan tradition. It vras concluded that 
there Has a vi tal interc:.ction of the elements of reason, tradition, 
experience and Scripture in \·lesley's concept of authority. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUl1l·IARY ANTI COl\DLUSIOr.JS 
A SUlii:'11<:n·y of the major findings of this study, the conclusions 
derived from those findings, and suggestions for further study ,<~ere 
recorded in thi~.; chc•.pter. 
I • SUHI1~\HY 
lrles1ey 1 [l life Has one m2.rked by the conversion experience Hhich 
changed his direction of thinking and increased his effectiveness as 
a fruitfu:t Chrj::<t:Lan. 
iriesley \·ms \-Jell-versed in the knm·rledge of Scripture as Has 
discovered in c11apter three. Corol2.ry to this ;.;a~J his sk:L11 as a 
student of tbe Bible, as found by his techr_1:i.cal abiJ.it.y, hjs beneficic.l 
principles of interpretation and the abund2.nt use made of Scriptu:ce 
in his preaching and >.Jriting. 
It Has found that 1desley had a high vie\·1 of Scripture as 
evidenced in his beHef in the re•relation, ins;_)irP.tion, and reliability 
vlhich he ascribed to all Scripture. 
In relatio:1 to his thought on the Bible, Hesley He.s rlOt c:.n 
obscur;:mtist. It Has his practice to use the sources of re'2.igio;:s 
authority: re2son, tradition, and experience as \.Je}_J 2s Sc-:·i?tu:-e in 
his atter~,pt at understanding rr:"ltters of faith and ~)r2.ctice. 
There Here iri1portant liri1itations placed on these sources of' 
kno;.;ledse, hm·;ever. Reason, according to \.Yes ley, 1-12s li:•Li_t~;C: o:: the 
capabilities of' finHe and sinful man. Tradition Has limited by the 
lack of the same inspiration ascribed to Scriptu.re. Experience Has 
li.mited to a confirrr:atory role :i,n rel<?.tion to Sc:r:·:Lpture. 
\·Jesley, it ~\as found, believed in the inerrancy of Scripture. 
Wesley derived his doctrines from the Scripture, and defended 
his doctrines from Scripture. 
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It Has found that Hesley believed in the authority of Scripture. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
The follot-Iing conclusions Here derived in regard to the problem 
of this study. 
l. In the theory of John Hesley's teaching, the Scripture 
was the highest and final autho:city. 
2. \Vesley taught that the Bible Has true in Hhole. 
III. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The study revealed that certain areas of research Hould add to 
the understanding of the thought of John 1:Jesley. 
1. A close study of Wesley's concept of the chain of delegated 
authority sta.rt.i.ng Hith his concept of God's sovereignty and :reaching 
along the lines of aut~10rity to the socj_aJ. structure of man's culture, 
would be helpful in understanding the role of the Church in society 
and other humo.n relationships 2.0 vie\Jed by Hesley. 
2. A study of the ideological context in t'rhich ~-lesley lived, 
with particular emphasis on hoH it affected hi~ thought Hould be 
very beneficial to understand the doctrinal emphases of Hosley. 
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3. A detailed analysis of \·.Tesley 1 s \iorks, including an adeque.te 
index and stat:Ls·(,j_cal studies of the use he made of Scripture vJOuld be 
of help to those doing research in the area. 
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